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ABC might punish 2 local bars
IKATHERYN LENKER
news editor
An ABC hearing officer has
upheld several preliminary
charges in a case against the owners of JM's Grill and the Blue
Foxx Cafe, and recommended
that their ABC licenses be temporarily suspended.
The three-person ABC Board
will review Chief Hearing Officer Michael Oglesby's recom-

mendations and decide whether
to uphold them or modify them.
The restaurant owners had
until 5 p.m. Friday to appeal. As
of 4:30 p.m. no appeal had been
filed, ABC spokesperson Suzanne
Horsley said.
Michael Lafayette, a Richmond
attorney for the restaurant owners, said Jon Waterman, owner of
JM's Grijl, and Craig Baur and
Steven Muller, co-owners of the
Blue Foxx, might make an offer in

compromise, which would mean
a higher fine and shorter suspension of their licenses.
Lafayette said some of the
charges were unfounded in an
ABC report mailed Oct. 13,
including charges that Waterman,
Baur and Muller weren't "of
good moral character and
repute," the report said.
Calling the character charge a
"bunch of bull," Lafayette, said he
is disgusted at the Staunton ABC

office for bringing such a charge
against the restaurant owners.
"[The charge] had nothing to
do with [the other charges]; it was
dismissed because it was
unfounded," Lafayette said.
Charges that the Blue Foxx
tried to defraud Harrisonburg
by filing monthly meals tax
reports from Jan. 1, 1995, to
March 31,1997, that were"fraudulent or contains a false representation of a material fact" were

see JM's page 9

Dukes set
Bear trap,
win 34-28

Family fun
at JMU for
a weekepe

I

substantiated by Oglesby.
The reports contained misrepresentations that "involved the
reported gross sales of taxable
food and beverages and the
amount of tax due and payable
on those sales," Oglesby wrote.
According to the Oct. 21 issue
of Daily News-Record, ABC Special Agent Michael Wiggs testified at the hearing that when

ISETH BURTON

ANGELA HAIN
contributing writer

sports editor

More than 2,000 families came to JMU
this weekend to visit their sons or daughters for Parents' Weekend.
Brian and Beth LaSalle, from Yarmouth,
Maine, visited their daughter Megan for
the first time since she mov*ed to JMU in
August.
"I was excited about seeing my parents
again, and getting to spend time together,"
freshman Megan LaSalle said.
"We went on a campus tour, to the
Arboretum and to the soccer game," Beth
LaSalle said. "We mainly hoped to spend
quality time together."
Glenda Rooney, assistant vice president
for parent and constituent relations office,
said there were several events for parents
and students.
"I think parents come to Parents' Weeksee MOMS page 9

ROBERT NATt/sluff photographer

Running back Curtis keaton (7) avoids University of Maine defenders while
Jason Inskeep (65) blocks. Keaton tied JMU's single game touchdown
record with three end zone runs in the Dukes' 34-28 victory over Maine.

It had been a long time since everything fell into place for the JMU football
team. The relieved smiles on their faces as
they ran off the Bridgeforth Stadium field
Saturday evening after the Dukes held on
for a 34-28 victory over the University of
Maine were testament to that.
"It's been too long," JMU Head Coach
Alex Wood said. "It's been a long
drought."
The Dukes had waited 28 days since
their last win for the elusive pieces to
come together. In front of an overflow
Parents' Weekend crowd, the Dukes were
able to overcome a concussion to starting
quarterback Greg Maddox and finally
combine a gutsy rushing performance
from Curtis Keaton with timely defensive
stops and some stellar offensive line play
see FOOTBALL page 27

Students 'Let Go,' learn about slavery in Wilson Hall

i

VINITA VISWANATHAN
style editor

An entire audience was mesmerised Thursday, as more
than 1,000 people watched the
play, "Let My People Go: The
Trials of Bondage in Words of
Master and Slave," in Wilson
Hall Auditorium.
The play, which was considered by many as a great followup to the speech by Samuel H.

Pieh, a direct descendant of
Singbeh Pieh, the leader of the
slave revolt aboard the ship Amistad, was an amalgamation of various court cases that occurred
while slavery was at its peak.
The evening began with a brief
introduction by Joanne Gabbin,
director of the Honors Program.
Gabbin provided a sneak preview
of what lay ahead and also
explained how the play was a
depiction of past events of
oppression. She cited instances of

how slavery and its ugly images
have crept into our lives and
unconsciously become part of our
everyday lingo.
"Songs like 'Let My People
Go,' and words like 'jimmy' that
evolved from the infamous Jim
Crow Laws trace their roots back
to the period when slavery existed," Gabbins said.
Around 30 court cases were
enacted by a cast of six members
as they presented each case from
two viewpoints — the slave's and

the master's. The play was performed by The Touring Theatre
Ensemble of North Carolina.
The unique presentation of
both sides of the story allowed
viewers to judge for themselves
who the victim was and was well
received by all those present.
"I was really impressed by the
different approach, as it did not
present a biased opinion of anything but gave us the opportunity
to witness proceedings as they
happened," sophomore Tejas

Patel said. Patel attended Thursday night's program.
The cast made its entrance
from behind the audience and
approached the stage while
singing "Let My People Go." The
cast had soulful voices which
brimmed with emotion as they
sang the songs that transported
one and all present into an era
when men owned men.
Ayanna Thompson, resident
see PERFORMANCE page 9
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Underage Consumption of
Alcohol
• Two JMU students were judlciafly charged with underage
consumption of alcohol on Oct.
23 at 2:01 am. on Greek Row.

Disorderly Conduct
• A JMU student was Judicially
charged with disorderly conduct
onOct23.
• Two JMU students were judicially charged with disorderly
conduct on Oct. 23 at 2:01 a.m.
on Greek Row.

Driving Under the influence
of Alcohol
♦ Non-student Scott A. Sutton,
26, of Staunton, was arrested
and charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol on Oct.
22 at 1:30 a.m. on University

Dangerous Practices
• Two JMU students were judicially charged with dangerous
practices on Oct 23 at 2:01 a.m.
on Greek Row.

• pg. 31 — 'Scopes & Soaps

Harassment
• An incident of harassment
occurred in an academic building
between Oct. 16 at 5 p.m. and
Oct 19 at 11 p.m.
Failure to stop
• Non-student Ptacido R.
Sanchez, 29, of Harrisonburg,
was arrested and charged with
failure to stop for a police officer
displaying beacons and a sounding siren on Oct 22 at 1:33 a.m.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly removed 11 Sony Play
see POLICE LOG p<ge 9

DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
MONDAY, OCT. 26
• JMU Adult Degree Program Informational Meeting 5:30 p.m., Paul
Street House, call x6824
• Campus Assault Response Helpline, 6 p.m., Maury 205, call Melanie at
438-8053
♦ College Republicans Meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 400, call Stephanie at 4383160

* Rape Aggression Defense System Self-Defense for Women, 1 p.m.,
University Services 111, call x6727
• Visiting Scholar Lecture: "Could the British Have Won the American
War of Independence?" 7 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, with Jeremy
M. Black

TUESDAY, OCT. 27
it Bible Study, 7:15 p.m., Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry, call
Jason at 432-0302

• Harmony Meeting, 830 p.m., Taylor 311, call Chris Dolce at x6000

LOCATION
The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Cleveland
Duke

<JIIB'R:E'E;Z'E

# Delta Sigma Pi Charitable Fundraiser, 24 hours, the commons, e-mail
Denisse at chassedx
* Guest Speaker, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium, with Kieu Chinh presenting "From Hanoi to Hollywood," call x6636
* Honors Program Brown Bag Lecture Series: "Economic Progress of
American Women in the Past Generation: Fact or Fiction?" 12:20 p.m.,
Hillcrest House, call x6953
# InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Prayer and Praise, 7 p.m., ISAT CFW
Room, call Susie at 438-1607

Music makers?

MARKET WATCH

Customized compact discs compiled and sold by non-music retail chains have
be. ome a hot trend in recorded music sales. Among chains selling CDs under
store logos:

Eddie Pottery
Bauer
Barn
(1995)
(1996)
■ StKhce: USATCday

Opinion/Style: x3846
News: x669$
Focus: x6729
Sports/Graphics: x6709
Photo: x6749
General Manager
Cheryl Floyd, x8084
Bookkeeper
Susan Shifflett, x8089

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 28

• Rape Aggression Defense System Self-Defense for Women, 1 p.m.,
University Services 111, call x6727

Banana
Republic
(1996)

Section phone numbers

• Students for Camp Heartland Meeting 7 p.m., Taylor 309, call Sarah at
x6332

# Delta Sigma Pi Charitable Fundraiser, 24 hours, the commons, e-mail
Denisse at chassedx

Victoria's
Secret
(1998)

the_ breeze@jmu.edu
Breeze Net
http://breeze.jmu.edu

South Main St

♦ SG A Meeting, 5 p.m., Highlands Room, call x6376

• Evening prayer, 9:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored
by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Christine at 574-0534

Starbucks Old Navy
(1995)
(1995)
.
THOMAS SCKUJsenfnrdriisi ■

Fax:(540)568-6736
E^VIal address:

• Paramount's Kings Dominion Auditions, noon, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, call (804) 876-5142

* Circle K Meeting, 6 p.m., Taylor 306

Company
(first CD)

The Breeze is published Monday and
Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Courtney A. Crowley,
editor.
Maling address:
The Breeze
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall '
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone. (540) 568-6127

* "Examining Male/Female Relations in the Workplace — Sexual
Harassment Implications," 10 a.m., University Services 102, call x6727

# Delta Sigma Pi Charitable Fundraiser, 24 hours, the commons, e-mail
Denisse at chassedx
• Psychology Symposium, 7:30 p.m., Burruss 44, call x6214

FYI

LIFESTYLE
• pg. 33 — Comics & Crossword

Boulevard near the Carrier Drive
entrance.

"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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• pg. 13 — Letters to the Editor
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WEATHER
TUESDAY:

Mostly cloudy, high

72°F/low46°F.
WEDNESDAY: Sunny, high 73°F,
low43°F.
THURSDAY: Partly cloudy, high
72°F/low46°F.
FRIDAY: Sunny, high 73°F, low
41 °F.

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office
weekdays between 8 a.m. and
5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional
10 words; boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.
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Week raises depression awareness
IKATIELUDWIG
contributing writer
JMU's first-ever Depression
Education Week is here with different depression awareness
activities each day.
"There was a need for depression awareness week because the
clientele the center sees is increasing every year," Heather
Thomas, chair of activities and
operations, said.
According to the Counseling
Center's brochure, there are
numerous warning signs of
depression, including: crying
spells, inability to find pleasure in
anything, neglecting responsibilities, irritability, impaired memory, chronic fatigue, loss of
appetite or compulsive eating,
insomnia or excessive sleeping,
unexplained body aches, digestive problems and dissatisfaction
with life in general.
The center looks for signs
such as disturbances in appetite,
energy level and sleep as well as
social or academic difficulty, Tom
Metzinger, licensed professional
counselor at the Counseling
Center, said.

"It's a hard decision for people to make," Metzinger said.
"We all want to take care of ourselves. We all have trouble saying
we need some outside help with
this."
Speakers, a movie and an
alternative therapy and resource
fair will educate the JMU community on depression.
"Dead Poets Society" will be
shown tonight at 9 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Two student testimonial speeches will be
given Oct. 27, followed by a motivational speech by Mark Warner,
vice president of student affairs ,
inCISAT159at6:30p.m.
An alternative therapy and
resource fair will be held Oct. 29
in the UREC atrium from 3 to 6
p.m. The fair will feature massages, herbs and medication used
to treat depression. Friday
Happy Hour Aerobics will be
held Oct. 30 in UREC from 5 p.m.
to 5:45 p.m.
Information booths will be set
up throughout the week in Zane
Showker Hall, CISAT, the UREC
atrium and the Warren Hall Post
Office.
The goals of the week'are to
increase the awareness of signs,

symptoms and effects of depression, to increase the use of mental
health resources available to students and to decrease the stigmas
associated with depression,
Thomas said.
Organizers said they hope
that Depression Awareness Week
will increase students' knowl-

THE WEEK'S EVENTS
Today: "Dead Poets Society"
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 9
p.m.
Tuesday: Testimonials and
motivational speech by Mark
Warner, vice president of student affairs in CISAT 159 at
6:30 p.m.

edge of depression and the
resources available to help them.
"I think the benefit of the
week is so that a lot of people will
know the center exists,"
Metzinger said. "We have to
keep being visible so when people are ready to sort things out,
they will know where to go for
help."
The Counseling Center served
as a consultant and co-sponsor of
Depression Education Week,

Metzinger said.
According to a Counseling
Center brochure, one in five people suffer from depression at
some point in their life. Women
are twice as likely to suffer from
depression than men. Fewer than
30 percent of those seek help,
while 80 percent who do get help
show signs of improvement.
Previously, health class 458
developed Alcohol Awareness
Week, but this year the Health
Center is planning it, Thomas
said.
"The class developed the program," Thomas said. "We have
things we knew students would
come out for and get involved
with. It's no good if you have
information, but no one will
come."
Andrea Weinberg, research
chair
for the class, said,
"Basically this is the first time
Depression Education Week has
taken place at JMU, and we're
getting the feel that depression is
more prevalent on campus than
we thought. We took surveys ...
and found that no one knew
there was help on campus. We
want people to know there is a
place, Varner Hall, where they

can go."
Anxiety, depression and eating disorders are types of problems the center deals with,
Metzinger said. Most students
are dealing with normal developmental issues and receive brief
counseling, Metzinger said.
There is also indogenous
depression, which is chemical
and is usually part of the family
history,
Metzinger
said.
Treatment for this is twofold,
combining medication and counseling, Metzinger said
"The program is also developed to help people who have
friends who are depressed,"
Thomas said. "People don't have
to be depressed to benefit from
this."
Eighteen to 22 are the typical
ages when clinical depression
begins, Metzinger said, and three
to five percent of college students
suffer from some sort of depression.
There are many students the
clinic doesn't see who are going,
through some depressive episode
linked to a certain transitional
event, Metzinger said, such as
leaving home and coming to college or a loss of some kind.

Vigil offers chance to remember
I
MARCIA APPERSON
staff writer

Candles and luminaries lined the circular stone
wall on the commons Thursday night as students
remembered people they'd lost to alcohol and alcohol-related events.
About 30 students attended the first-ever alcohol
abuse candlelight vigil.
''We'll give you a chance to remember those we
have lost to alcohol related injuries," Ann Simmons,
coordinator for health promotions, said at the vigil.
Simmons and Cannie Graham, coordinator for
peer programs, conducted the informal ceremony.
Simmons read a poem, "Death of an Innocent,"
the story of a young woman dying after being hit by
a drunk driver. Simmons, visibly upset by the emotion of the poem, then turned the ceremony over to
Graham who told how she lost an acquaintance in a
drunk-driving accident.
For the past two years, Graham had served as a
live-in graduate counselor for a sorority in
Oklahoma. This past February one of the women left
a party and got in a car with a drunk driver. She died
in an car accident that night. The police came to the
sorority house at about 4:30 a.m. to tell Graham the
sister had died.
"That was my first experience losing someone to
drinking and driving, and it was a horrible one,"
Graham said.
Graham identified the woman's body and called
her parents to tell them of their daughter's death.
Then the discussion opened to students to tell
their stories or name the people they were there to
remember.
"I thought we would leave it loose and open and
let people offer their own comments," Simmons said.
"When it comes to talking about the potential of losing someone it is really hard."
The first student, who asked to remain anonymous; spoke about her •sister who died this past June

in a motorcycle accident. She was riding the
motorcycle with a man who had been drinking,
and they both were killed.
"My family will never be the same, and I don't
have my sister anymore," the student said.
Her sister had been a race car driver and was
well-known in their hometown. More than 1,000
people attended her wake.
Sophomore Pete Guellnitz also spoke at the service. When he was a junior in high school three of
his friends were in a drunk driving accident, and
one friend died.
"It hit pretty close to home," Guellnitz said.
"We had a couple days of school canceled because
of it."
Guellnitz's best friend was driving drunk. The
driver and front seat passenger were wearing seat
belts, but the backseat passenger wasn't. The vehicle ran off the road and did several flips. The backseat passenger got thrown through the front windshield and died, Guellnitz/said.
"My best friend in the car was conscious,"
Guellnitz said. "He [said he] heard the other kid
screaming outside the car but he couldn't do anything about it because he was stuck inside the car."
Guellnitz said he thought the ceremony was
effective.
"It hit the spot," he said. "It was simple. It didn't
seem like people just came for the heck of it. They
came for a reason, which is most important."
Sophomore Greg Goering said he had a friend
he met at JMU last year die this past summer. His
friend was driving home drunk from a party one
night when he hit a guardrail.
"He was trying to drive home from a party and
he was drunk," Goering said. "He was less than
two miles from his house and he never made it
home."
"It was really good to take the time to remember
him. I wish I had gotten in touch with some other
•

see ALCOHOL page 20

DYLAN BOUCHERLEJphvto editor

HOT WHEELS: Duke Dog shows his tough side as he rides his "Hog"
into Bridgeforth Stadium for the Parents' Day game. The Dukes
crushed the Maine Black Bears 34-28. It was the Dukes' second win
of the year. Next Saturday, the Dukes travel to Rhode Island.. «c -. -
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Wyoming student remembered here
Vigil honors memory of slain gay student, sheds light on hate crimes

I

JEN BONDS
staff writer

To protect the identity of the gays
and lesbians at JMU in light of the
incident in Wyoming, The Breeze
elected to honor the toish of those who
wanted to speak out but remain
anonymous. — ED.
Candles illuminated 170 faces
as students, faculty and
Harrisonburg residents gathered
on the steps of Wilson Hall
Wednesday night in memory of
Matthew Shepherd.
Shepherd, 21, was a student at
the University of Wyoming. He was
allegedly killed by two students in
an apparent hate crime Oct. 6.
Shepherd, who was openly gay,
died the next day from his injuries.
"Matthew Shepherd was
lured out of a bar, pistolwhipped, burned, tied to a fence
post in pear-freezing temperatures and left to die," said
junior Jennie Smith, Harmony's
public relations chairperson.
People at the vigil were
encouraged to speak out about
the crime and their own
experiences.
"We all have the respon-sibility,
as brothers and sisters, to condemn
hate," one student said.
"He was a forerunner for gay
men and women," another
student said. "We will continue
to strive for peace and
acceptance."
Members of Parents & Friends
of Lesbians and Gays, a

Harrisonburg support group,
held a banner that read, "We
Love Our Gay Children."
Virginia and Wyoming are
two of 21 states that don't have
laws against hate crimes,
Harmony coordinator Chris
Dolce said. "There is nothing in
this state that protects those
according to their gender, race, or
sexual orientation," he said.
Many speakers urged the
crowd to get in touch with their
Congress person and push for a
bill that would protect the rights
of gays and lesbians.
"Virginia doesn't have a hate
crimes law, so support
candidates who support our
causes," a professor from Eastern
Mennonite University said.
"College students are extremely
apathetic Don't be one of them."
Other students described
similar acts of violence they had
suffered because of their sexual
orientation.
"I've been beaten up and
called names since high school,"
said junior Michael Key.
"Matthew Shepherd was just like
me. A son, a kid just trying to
make it through school. It's scary
that something like this could
happen to me."
Other students stood on the
stone steps and recalled
memories of being beaten, called
names, having their things
vandalized and losing friends to
suicide because they couldn't
deal with ridicule any longer.
"Don't just come hold the

KATIE VflLSOmontributing photographer

Students hold candles while others speak about homosexual
discrimination. About 170 students, faculty and community members
came to the vigil, which was held Wednesday at Wilson Hall.

candle and then go home and
forget about it," one student said.
'Take action. Governmental action
is the key."
"When we let someone take
our right to expression away, we
are no longer free," one speaker, a
transgendered activist, said. "This
is the land of the free, the home of
the brave. We have the power to

change things."
A JMU faculty member, also an
Episcopal minister, said, "I teach
here. My students aren't supposed
to be killed."
Members of the religious
community also came and spoke
out against hate crimes.
Samuel Pagan, a Bridgewater
minister, said that in a country that

claims to be Christian, the United
States still displays intolerance and
ignorance. "If s a shame that these
kinds of things happen in a socalled Christian nation. Christ is for
peace and freedom."
One student said the JMU Safe
Zones program improves the
environment for homosexuals but
said more needs to be done.
Faculty members in the Safe
Zones program post the Safe
Zones logo at their offices as a way
for gay and lesbian students to
know the faculty member is
available to listen to their concerns.
A graduate student said she
never could have come out as a
JMU undergrad, but she is now
open as a grad student.
"I think the Safe Zones around
campus made things a little easier
for me," she said. " I do feel safer
here, but not safe enough."
JMU isn't outwardly hostile
concerning gay and lesbian
students, Smith said. "But samesex couples still aren't visible, like
holding hands on the Quad or
anything like that."
At the end of the vigil,
attendants blew out their candles.
Wiping tears away, people hugged
and supported each other, singing
hymns.
Sophomore Dan Ashburn
attended the vigil because he said
it was an important issue.
"I was just struck that it just
isn't a gay or straight thing," he
said. "It's not even about that, it
just about treating people like
human beings."

Libertarians looking to '00
Election '98: Preparing for the Vote
W Part 1 - College Republicans
If Part 2 -- College Democrats
#Tan 3 •- College Libertarians V|
#Part 4 -- Democratic Socialists

IMARCIA APPRERSON
staff writer
Because this year's election is a midterm election, the JMU College Libertarians
are looking more toward the new century
than they are at Nov. 3.
"We are keeping it low key this year,"
said Jeremy Aid rich, College Libertarian
president. "We are trying to build
momentum for the 2000 campaign."
Libertarians have had a presidential
candidate in the races since 1972. The
political party had a presidential candidate,
Harry Browne, running in the 1996
election. Browne wanted the government
to sell its property, such as government
buildings and parks, to pay off the national
debt. This way taxes could be cut.
The club isn't focusing on the President
Clinton-Monica Lewinsky scandal, even
though the national Libertarian party
-,IPI.

, , ,

mil

.-,-.-

formally demanded the impeachment of
the president.
"It's the improper relations with the
Constitution, not because of the sex
scandal," Aldrich said.
Vice President Colin Grabow said,
"Had Clinton not lied to the grand jury
about it, I wouldn't have a problem. He
lied and showed no respect for the judicial
system."
The Libertarians look favorably on the
controversy because it takes politicians'
focus off making laws regulating people,
Aldrich said.
"Another positive thing we see in the
whole impeachment process is that it
distracts the politicians from regulations,"
Aldrich said. "It keeps their focus off
regulations and on their own
shenanigans."
Treasurer John Passamore said, "I think
I feel like a lot of Americans. The whole
thing has gotten way out of hand and has
been a waste of resources and money."
"This party is concerned about low
voter turnout," Aldrich said. "The number
one enemy is apathy. All those people that
aren't voting could be voting for the third
party."
see 2000 page 5
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Junior Kelly Pickets (I)
and senior Megan
Schilpp see-saw to raise
money for a memorial
scholarship fund. The
business fraternity has
see-sawed 24 hours
each day since Friday
and will continue until
this Friday. The Michael
Matthew Brown
scholarship is named for
a member who died of
cancer in 1992.
LINDSAY MANN/assisianiphoto editor

Fraternity see-saws to
raise scholarship fund
I BRIAN WESTLEY
senior writer
If you've walked past the commons
over the past several days, you've probably
noticed a large purple see-saw teetering
back and forth near D-hall.
Delta Sigma Pi, a business fraternity, is
having its seventh annual "See-Saw-AThon" to raise money for a scholarship that
will be awarded in the spring to a college
of business student, said senior Denisse

Chasseloup, co-chair of DSP's scholarship
committee.
The scholarship is in memory of
Michael Matthew Brown, a Delta Sigma Pi
brother who died of cancer in 1992.
The "See-Saw-A-Thon" began Friday at
12 a.m. and will continue through
Thursday night. The members will
continuously see-saw 24-hours-a-day for
seven days.
"The see-saw isn't allowed to stop,"
.

see FRATERNITY page 5
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Going, going, gone?

Univ. Council
briefed by four
campus groups

Social Security may run out, scholar says
I JEN BONDS
staff writer
A professor of political science from
Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas,
spoke last Tuesday about social security
decisions made by the president and how
it will affect current college students.
Seventy-five students gathered to hear
Harold Barger's lecture, "Presidential
Leadership and Social Security: The Third
Rail Ends in the Oval Office" in the
' Highlands Room in Warren Hall.
Barger began his interactive speech by
distinguishing between taxes students
experience coming out of their paychecks,
such as Social Security, Medicare and the
Federal Insurance Contribution Act
(FICA).
"The actual total percentage of an
individual's income that goes toward
federal programs is 7.65 percent," Barger
said. "This is what we call your
contribution to society."
Barger addessed the fact that under the
Clinton administration, the country has
had its first budget surplus in 30 years.
The accumulated surplus, totaling $70
billion, "comes from the FICA, Social
Security and Medicare dollars that the
American people give to the government
with each paycheck," he said.
The Social Security program was
drafted by President Franklin Roosevelt in
1930 to aid those 65 years of age and older.
"In this era, the baby boomer
generation will be expecting to collect their
entitlements in order to retire," Barger
said. "People are now living longer and
healthier, which means more money has to
be spent. Now it's not positive if there will
be any left when you [college students]
reach the age of retirement."

Fraternity seeks
to raise funds
FRATERNITY, from page 4
junior April Gamble said.
Each member must sit on the see-saw
for a minimum of four hours during the
week, junior Kelly Pickels said as she
bobbed up and down. "We've been getting
some very strange looks [from students]."

SEE-SAW-A-THON/
TO MAKE A DONATION:
Call Denisse Chasseloup, 433-3593.
Make checks payable to the JMU
Foundation, with "Michael Matthew
Brown" written in the memo line.
Senior Kadi Mattox said the
applications for the Michael Matthew
Brown scholarship will be available in late
January. Delta Sigma Pi to gives the
scholarship to a COB student who
exemplifies the hard work, scholarship
and courage that Brown had, Mattox said.
Last year, $1,000 was given, compared
to $300 that was given out the first year,
Mattox said.
The amount of money DSP receives in
donations is the amount of the scholarship.
,",We',v,e, ba<J a, positive response from
students in the past," she said.

i If the retired did not collect social
security, they would be classified as poor,
Barger said. "Seventy-five percent of
seniors depend on their entitlements to
survive," he said.
About 90 percent of Americans are in
favor of keeping Social Security as is or
spending more, Barger said.
"Most presidents until [Ronald] Reagan
did not touch the Social Security program
at all," Barger said. "That is what politics
on the 'third rail' mean. They just can't be
touched."
A major problem occurred when
Reagan tried to reform Social Security in
1983, Barger said. "By the end of Reagan's
administration the national debt had
quadrupled," he said.
Barger also said he thinks this was the
reason why George "Bush lost the 1992
election to Clinton.
"[Bush] did that whole 'read my lips,
no new taxes' thing before, but he ended
up having to raise them because the
government was in the red from Reagan's
drastic cuts," Barger said.
Barger also said he thinks the reason
Clinton is touting the budget surplus is to
deflate any impact from his affair with
Monica Lewinsky.
"Since Clinton's leadership and public
approval has dropped in the past few
months, he needs a good message to the
people to distract them," Barger said.
Barger gave some possible solutions to
the Social Security problem.
One solution is a means test which
would let people qualify for the amount
they have to pay. "The current system
hurts those in the middle income range,"
Barger said. "It's not fair that a person
making an annual income of $68,000 is
paying the same amount that Ross Perot or
Bill Gates are paying."

i

KATIE Y/lLSOtilcontribuling photographer

Trinity University professor Harold Barger
discusses Social Security at a Visiting
Scholar lecture last week.
Barger said students should become
informed about the issue and using* their
right to vote wisely. "Get angry, get active
and get involved! Don't let the old folks
take it all away," he said.
Freshman SMAD major James David
came to the lecture for a class requirement.
"I really wasn't sure about the subject
matter, but I agree that this is a pressing
issue concerning the future of the young
generations," he said.
Freshman political science major Brian
Maxted also attended the lecture for two of
his classes. "I also wanted to learn more
about Social Security because I know that
it is definitely going to affect me and my
generation when we reach the retirement
age," he said. "As for the problem getting
solved, I don't see that happening in the
near future with the leadership this
country has right now."

2000 election is aim of
college libertarians
2000, from page 4
Aldrich began the club this year after
talking to people involved at other
universities. George Mason University,
the University of Virginia and
Washington and Lee University are
several state schools with College
Libertarian clubs.
"This year we would really like to
increase awareness," Aldrich said. "We
would really just like to find the people
who already agree with the Libertarians
ideas and just get them together and make
them aware that there is an organization
to support them."
Statistics show about 25 percent of the
population already have libertarian
beliefs, Aldrich said.
One of the club's main goals this year is
educating students about what the party
stands for. "You can't get people to back
something unless they know what it's
about," Grabow said.
College Libertarians' main theme is
.reducing.gover.nmepj: .regulation, and
becoming self-governing.

"The issues are important because we
basically believe the government exist to
protect people's rights, but what the
government has done in effect has been to
squelch people's rights, to modify them to
the point they aren't rights anymore,"
Aldrich said.
The club is going to focus more on
issues that are related to college students,
Passamore said.
Issues that may be of interest to college
students include the legalizations of drugs
and victimless crimes, such as gambling
and prostitution.
Libertarians believe all adults, people
over 18 years old, should be allowed to
drink.
/
Many countries have a drinking age set
at 16 or 18 years old, Grabow said.
Libertarians are also against Internet
censorship. The party strongly believed in the
Communications Decency Act which failed
in court, Aldrich said.
"The emphasis is always on individual
freedoms," Passamore said. "College
Libertarians takes that a lot farther than other
political parties."

LISA ROSATO
senior writer

The University Council met Thursday
for the first time this year and heard
reports from the graduate council, Faculty
Senate, SGA and Honor Council.
The meeting, held in Taylor 306, was
chaired by JMU President Linwood Rose,
who was joined by about 20 other faculty
and student leaders.
In his report, SGA President Tim Emry
discussed the plus-minus grading system.
He said that the bill of opinion,
regarding the plus-minus grading system
has two "to be resolved" clauses. These are
that the Office of Academic Affairs
reconsider the application of the new
grading system and that they consult and
inform the student body prior to applying
the changes to the grading system.
"[This issue] is obviously something the
student body and the SGA feels strongly
about, and I'd like to see if we could all sit
down together and see if we could work it
out, or at least gain some understanding
from each other," Emry said.
Emry also discussed a bill of opinion
that stated students want Martin Luther
King Jr. Day to be an observed holiday for
the university. Jhe proposal involves a
move to begin classes each semester on a
Monday, instead of a Tuesday. This would
allow for the second Monday off each
semester, which would be Labor day and
Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Emry said.
The last topic discussed by the SGA
was a bill of opinion that calls for the
addition of Hindi to the curriculum.
The idea was sparked by the IndianPakistani Student Association, but has also
received a lot of support from students,
Emry said. The bill was tabled by the
executive branch because they said not
enough research was done on the bill.
The writers plan to talk to more people
and present their research in the future, he
said.
Blair Brown, Honor Council president,
announced the Honor Council is operating
under a new system now, which has two
main changes. These changes are the
multiple-sanction penalties and the
informal resolution clause, Brown said.
The informal resolution clause allows
students and professors to resolve the
conflict with the maximum penalty of an F
in the course.
Changes are listed on the Honor
Council web site at www.jmu.edu/honor.
Before the close of the meeting Rose
discussed a future possibility for the
University Council — electronic meetings.
"The intent was to try to streamline
activity and not to basically add another
meeting to someone's, already busy
schedule," Rose said.
Brown expressed concern that they
would lose something by not having the
interaction between student leaders and
faculty members.
"It's important for us to have a forum
to discuss things related to our particular
job," Brown said. "I'm not sure that is
always capable over electronic means."
Rose said that the group will continue
meeting as they have been, but that it would
be wise to study electronic meetings"

—
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Summit ends in interim accord First death
I

BARTON GELLMAN
The Washington Post

WASHINGTON — Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat signed an interim
accord Friday that committed them afresh
to exchange land and power for concrete
steps to secure Israel from political
violence. They agreed to commence in
earnest next month the final stage of talks
to resolve their national dispute.
The accord cemented Netanyahu's
commitment to territorial compromise
with the Palestinians, a concept to which
he led the opposition in Israel until his
election as premier in 1996. On Arafat's
part, it marked a new willingness to
subject Palestinians to close verification of
painful promises-they have made before
and failed to keep
For President Clinton, who hosted the
nine-day summit on the Eastern Shore that
represented by far the deepest diplomatic
investment of his presidency, the White
House signing ceremony represented a
major political and foreign policy victory.
The summit had nearly ended in failure
twice, with a walkout threat by Netanyahu
on Wednesday and a rancorous standoff
Friday morning between the United States
,ind Israel over the fate of Jonathan Jay
Pollard, the Navy analyst sentenced to life
imprisonment 12 years ago for spying for
Israel. After Clinton told Netanyahu at 7
a.m. that he would not commit to freeing
the convicted spy, the Israeli leader

refused to depart the Wye River
Conference Center for a White House
signing ceremony scheduled for noon.
Netanyahu's delegation put out word,
with several variations for Israeli and U.S.
reporters, that Pollard in fact would be
released.
With Friday's accord, Israel and the

ISRAEL — PALESTINE PEACE
AGREEMENT
WHO: Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat
WHAT: temporary peace agreement
WHERE: the Wye River Conference
Center in Maryland
WHEN: Friday, Oct. 23. Next month
they will begin the final stages of peace
talks.

Palestinians reached the midpoint of the
road to peace they laid out in their pathbreaking Declaration of Principles on Sept.
13, 1993, and a follow-up accord of
September 1995. But they saved the
hardest issues for last — whether and
within what borders the Palestinians will
have a state, the status of Jerusalem, the
division of water resources and the fate of
West Bank Jewish settlements and the
Palestinian refugees from decades of
Israeli-Arab wars.
They have not begun to negotiate on
those "permanent status" questions, and
the five-year period of partial self-rule is

set to expire on May 4.
The text of Friday's accord, which
closely followed an American proposal
briefed orally to the parties last January,
included few new obligations on either
side but is more specific than previous
agreements on vital details.
By design, it lays out a sequence of
reciprocal moves because strong mutual
distrust has halted performance of most
obligations by either side since Israel broke
ground on Har Homa, a new Jewish
neighborhood in East Jerusalem, in March
1997.
In three phased stages over 12 weeks,
Israel agreed to add 13 percent of the West
Bank to existing areas of partial Palestinian
self-rule, where Israel retains control over
security but Palestinians manage their
own civil affairs.
That will put 40 percent in partial or
full Palestinian control as the final stage of
negotiations begins. •
As importantly for Palestinians, the
accord will increase their exclusive
jurisdiction beyond the seven Arab cities
they rule today, covering roughly 3
percent of the West Bank's territory, to
surrounding villages encompassing
another 15 percent of the land.
Israel also promised to release 750
prisoners from its jails — none involved
directly in political killings — and to allow
the opening of an airport in the Gaza Strip,
two secure land routes between the West
Bank and Gaza and an industrial zone on
the border between Gaza and Israel. A
seaport in Gaza has been put off.

in attacks
on doctors

I JOHN J. GOLDMAN
Los Angeles Times

___

NEW YORK — Police in upstate New
York and Canada searched Saturday for
the sniper who killed a prominent
abortion practitioner, making him the first
fatality in a series of attacks on doctors in
the area since 1994.
Dr. Barnett Slepian, 51, who once
proclaimed, "The more that they come
after me, the more I will dig in," was slain
only days after authorities had warned
clinics of possible attacks.
He had returned from Friday night
services at a local synagogue when the
sniper, hiding in Slepian's backyard in
Amherst, NY., fired the fatal shot from a
high-powered rifle. Police said the killer
was waiting for his victim, who was in his
kitchen when he was gunned down.
In the previous shootings, three
Canadian doctors and a physician near
Rochester, N.Y., were wounded by a
sniper using a high-powered rifle and
firing through the windows of the
physicians' homes.
On Saturday, abortion clinic personnel
in the Buffalo area held a news conference,
calling for greater police protection.

Election turns deadly
I
J.R. MOEHRINGER
Los Angeles Tunes

ATLANTA — Days after a much-loved
Tennessee state senator was found shot to
death on his hog farm, his opponent in the
upcoming election was arrested Friday
and charged with first-degree murder.
Byron (Low Tax) Looper, a 34-year-old
Republican known throughout the state
for his run-ins with the law and his erratic
behavior, hadn't been seen since Oct. 18,
one day before Sen. Tommy Burks, 58, was
found dead in his pickup truck, shot once
above the left eye.
Looper, who legally had changed his
middle name to (Low Tax), parentheses
included, was the property tax assessor for
Putnam County. But he also was running
for the state senate against Burks, a
Democrat and 20-year incumbent.
Because of Looper's reputation and
Burks' popularity, "most people
considered (Burks) a shoe-in for reelection," said Jim Burnett, chairman of the
Tennessee Republican Party. "Mr. Looper
had no support within the Republican
Party and is a different sort of fellow."
Police had said almost from the start
that the shooting seemed planned and that
they were anxious to question Looper. But
in calling for him to come forward, they
wouldn't say what evidence they had
gathered, nor would they say if they had
located eyewitnesses or a murder weapon.
Butch Burgess, sheriff of Cumberland
County said, "We feel real comfortable
that we've got the right person."

At the time of the shooting, Burks was
driving out to his pumpkin patch, where
some schoolchildren were scheduled to
visit later that day. It was just the sort of
activity that made the senator — a noted
advocate for victims' rights, public
television and anti-drug programs — so
beloved.
Last March, Looper was indicted on 14
counts of theft and misuse of office,
including the charge that he had
approached a local developer and offered
to trade a favorable tax assessment for a
campaign contribution. He faces a trial in
December.
In June, he was slapped with a $1.2million civil suit from a woman who
claimed that Looper had forced himself on
her, impregnated her, then illegally
transferred ownership of her house to his
name.
Local newspapers reported that Looper
was born in Tennessee, but moved toGeorgia when very young. He is said to be
related, according to officials with the
Georgia Democratic Party, to Max Looper,
a member of the Ku Klux Klan and former
Georgia state legislator who once
sponsored a bill to castrate all convicted
rapists.
He ran for state office in Georgia when
he was 23, and lost. He worked at aidelevel jobs through the 1980s, according to
the Georgia Democratic Party.
Around 1990, he returned to
Tennessee, where he continued his quest
for elected office — and continued his
losing ways — until finally he broke
through in the 19% assessor's race.

DYLAN BOUCHERLE/p/iow editor

PARENTS' WEEKEND: Jennifer Lanigan, center, was crowned Ms. Madison with her
parents by her side on Saturday's Parents' Weekend football game. J.R. Snow was
crowned Mr. Madison. Snow was nominated by Kappa Kappa Psi and the Madison
project. Lanigan was nominated by Alpha Phi.
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CITIBANK*

SO YOU THINK
A TATTOO MAKES
A PERMANENT MARK?
EH TALK ABOUT A
AD CREDIT REPORT.
Living on a student budget presents some unique challenges,
to put it nicely. And sometimes it's tempting to ignore your
credit card bill. But the results can follow you long after
graduation.That*s why Citibank would like to offer you some
free help—so you can better manage your money and
establish a good credit history.
You can choose from information on How Credit Cards
Work. Budgeting, Building a Credit History.and Fraud
Prevention. It's all free.
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Get yours now—just call

Take charge
of your
money.
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UPB Presents

• • •

with assistance from C.M.S.S.

For Info,
Call x6217

Thursday, Nov. 19
8pm
Wilson Hall
Tickets on Sale Tomorrow

$6
$10

w/ JAC (limit 2 with JAC)
at Warren Hall Box Office
public/day of show/at door

First 250 to buy tickets receive a complimentary pass to "School
Daze" at 6:00 pm Thursday Nov. 19 at Grafton-Stovall Theater!!
Other tickets for the screening will be sold that evening. Other
Spike Lee movies will be showing that week as well.

UPB AD CORRECTION:
The Mystical Arts of Tibet: Sacred Music & Dance for World Healing
is on Friday, November 13 not Nov 17. Sorry for any inconveniences.
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Moms and dads visit Tittle ones'
MOMS from page 1

end," Rooney said. "The parents like to have a
chance to see their child interacting in the
JMU community."
The weekend kicked off with a classic rock
concert in Wilson Hall on Friday night, performed by the Rock-'n-RoIl All-Stars.
Other activities included the various tours
of academic buildings, planetarium shows, an
ROTC rappelling demonstration at Eagle Hall
and a Contemporary Gospel Singers concert.
Bill and Cissy Claypool, from Philadelphia,
Pa., visited their daughter, Emily, who is a
freshman. It was their first time on campus
since move-in.
"We mostly want to hang out with Emily,"
Cissy Claypool said. "But we hope to visit the
arboretum and the tent sale, as well as listen to
the Contemporary Gospel Singers this afternoon."
Families interested in sports attended both
the football game against the University of
Maine at 1:30 p.m. and the men's soccer game
against Philadelphia Textile Saturday evening.
Judy and Willie Corbett came from
Richmond to visit their daughter Robyn, a
senior.
"We are definitely going to the football
game. My dad has an added interest in watching it because he graduated college from
Maine," Robyn Corbett said. "I also want my
parents to have a chance to be with me for my

last Parents' Weekend before I graduate. I
transferred to JMU this year so I guess you
could call this is my first and last parents
weekend in one."
Judy Corbett said she was looking forward
to quality time with her daughter as well. "It's
important to participate in activities with your
children and show them how much you support them. Parents' Weekend is a good time to
do that," Judy Corbett said.
Judy and Ernie Sowada from Wheaton,
Md., came to visit both of their children. Matt,
a senior, and Jane, a freshman. This was the
Sowada's fourth Parents' Weekend.
"We always go to a Young Life lunch to
meet other parents and our children's
friends," Judy Sowada said. "We also enjoy
attending the sports games because it's fun to
catch some of the JMU spirit while we're
hereMatt Sowada said Parents' Weekend also
requires students to prepare families for the
college lifestyle. "It took me a long time to
clean yesterday but it's nice to see my parents," he said. "I'm also looking forward to
going to the soccer game tonight."
At the football game, Mr. and Ms. Madison
winners and the Outstanding Parent Award
were awarded.
Mr. Madison J.R. Snow, a senior, said he
was surprised to receive what he considers an
honor. "I think it's amazing mat I won. It was
incredible to be nominated and become a

semifinalist among the best JMU has to offer,
let alone win," Snow said.
"I just hope this title will give me the
opportunity to promote JMU and tell other
prospective students how awesome I think
JMU is," Snow said.
The Ms. Madison title was awarded to
senior Jennifer Lanigan.
"As Ms. Madison, I think the most important thing is to respect yourself," Lanigan
said. "If you do, people will look to you as a
role model. As a role model, I want to share a
vision of leadership, academic achievement
and scholarship and service with the JMU
community."
Laura Wood, Bayport, N.Y., won the
Outstanding Parent Award. She was nominated by her daughter, senior Tara Beaudine. "1
was so touched," Wood said. "All kids think
their parents are extra special, but to take the
step to write an essay and then to get chosen, is
just indescribable."
Beaudine said he mother had cancer three
times and through that was still supportive of
the family. "That's what a parent is supposed
to be like," she said.
Some students, like freshman Mark
Chapman, whose parents couldn't come to
JMU for the weekend became "adopted" for
the weekend
"Even though my parents were not here, I
still enjoyed getting to hang out with and
meet other friends parents," Chapman said.

JM's, Blue Foxx tangle with ABC
JM's from page 1

comparing the Blue Foxx's records
from January 1995 to April 1997,
he found for almost every month,
the restaurant took in more money
for the meals tax man they reported and paid the city.
Baur and Muller pleaded
guilty to a misdemeanor charge
of failing to pay the meals tax
in Rockingham County Circuit
Court in 1997. They paid a $500
fine and agreed to repay the
city $62,611.14 in meals taxes,
penalties and interest from
January 1995 to April 1997,
according to the DN-R.
Oglesby also found that the

Bargain Barrel Keg Company was
established as a separate business
while using the Blue Foxx's keg
permit, in which Waterman, and
Stephen McClurkin had ownership interest.
This ownership was misrepresented to the ABC board and
warrants revocation of the beer
off-premises privilege and keg
permit, Oglesby wrote.
Charges against Waterman
regarding the Bargain Barrel Keg
Company weren't substantiated
by Oglesby because he was found
to be acting on behalf of the Blue
Foxx and not as owner of JM's.
Oglesby upheld charges that

Waterman sold alcohol after 11
p.m., which violated the condition
of his license, as well as served
alcohol in an area not designated
for alcoholic consumption.
Charges against JM's were also
upheld for serving alcohol to a 19year-old minor, but a charge that
an intoxicated person was served
alcohol was found to be instantiated by Oglesby.
The charge that Blue Foxx used
a check to buy alcohol that was
drawn on an unauthorized bank
account wasn't founded, Oglesby
wrote.
JM's should lose its beer and
wine license for 45 days or 30 days

with a $1,000 fine to cover the cost
of the investigation and proceeding, Oglesby recommended.
He also recommends that Blue
Foxx lose its wine and beer
license for 45 days or pay $750
and receive a 30 day suspension
and lose its mixed drink license
for 45 days or pay a $450 fine and
receive a 30 day suspension.
Both restaurants could continue to serve meals but consumption of alcoholic beverages
wouldn't be allowed on the
premises. '
Waterman, Baur and Muller
refused to comment on the hearingand its recommendations.

Performance stirs emotions, thoughts on slavery
PERFORMANCE from page 1

adviser in Eagle Hall, said she
went to the event as she "wanted
to learn about cultural diversity
and thought the whole evening
was well spent."
"I'm really glad I was able to
attend as it offered a different perspective on events that transpired
in the past," Thompson said.
The court cases enacted were
picked out of 14,000 cases that
occurred in the days of slavery.
Between the transition of the
slave's point of view and the master's point of view, the cast would
break into song and render songs
like "Way Down South."
The program, which lasted a
little over two hours, got straight

■

to people's hearts and even
evoked a few tears. "It was quite
touching and I noticed a lady
next to me was moved to the
point of shedding tears," Patel
said.
A highlight of the evening was
when the cast would have their
backs to the audience and turn
around one at a time and shout out
phrases such as, "Speaking of people being sold, bought, owned."
"The words and the intensity
with which they were spoken
managed to capture the feelings
that must have surged in the
slaves," Thompson said.
Sophomore Nicholas Pelzer
said he thought the play was
"interesting in its different

approach and the way it was presented."
"I went to watch the play
mainly because I'm AfricanAmerican and wanted to see
what it must have been like so
long ago," Pelzer said.
"It increases a person's awareness, and I was really keen to get a
taste of my history and was amazed
to see what some of the people
were subjected to," Pelzer said.
Pelzer's sentiments were echoed by
many present at the play.
"We were overwhelmed by the
turnout," said Tyra Hunt, graduate assistant, office of Affirmative
Action. "We were initially expecting a little less than a thousand
people but there must have been

about 1,200 people in the audience
as we had a packed auditorium
and were delighted that so many
people took time out to come and
watch the play," Hunt said.
The program was mainly
sponsored by the Office of
Affirmative Action, under the
guidance of James Wadley.
However, a number of groups on
campus contributed money to
bring the play to JMU.
Sponsors included the departments of history, theater and dance,
political science, sociology, English,
psychology, business, philosophy
and religion and education, the
Office of Admissions and the
Center for Multicultural Student
Services.

POUCE LOO from page 2
Station games and three
memory cards from a room
in the Sigma Nu fraternity
house between Oct. 16 at 5
p.m. and Oct. 19 at.3 p.m.
The room was jnattended
and left unsecured for periods of time.
The games and memory
cards are valued at $485.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly removed a pair of
Oakley sunglasses from a
room in the Sigma Nu fraternity house on Oct. 17
between midnight and 3
p.m. The room was unattended and left unsecured
for a period of time.
The sunglasses are valued at $175.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly removed a wallet
and keys from a UREC cubbie on Oct. 21 between 4
and 4:55 p.m. The wallet
and keys were left unattended and unsecured.
The wallet contained an
assortment of credit cards,
personal items, and a small
amount of cash.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly stole a red men's
Trek mountain bike from a
storage room in Bridgeforth
Stadium on Oct. 22 at 5:25
p.m.
The bike is valued at
$300.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly removed a credit
card from a locker in the
UREC men's locker room on
Oct. 22 at 6:19 p.m.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly removed a wallet
from an unlocked locker in
the men's locker room on
Oct. 22 at 4:45 p.m.
The wallet was a brown
bi-fold and contained numerous credit cards.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly removed shrubbery from two locations near
the Convocation Storage
Area and the east end of KlotonOct. 22 at 1:30 p.m.
Three 60-pound 30-inch
burning bushes from the
Convocation Storage Area
and three 40-pound, 24-inch
yew plants were missing.
• Unidentified individuals
allegedly removed one black
book bag containing a notebook, 3.25 inch floppy disk,
and a summary from a table
located near the reference
desk on the second floor of
Carrier Library on Oct. 22 at
2:15 p.m.
The approximate value of
the items is $22.

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 27:42
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which luwe been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board as a whole, and is not
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JMU due credit for 'Burg's success
Harrisonburg
"arrisonburg and JMU: the
two are inexorably intertwined. The growth of the
.twined.
Friendly City and the university
have mirrored each other for the
past 25 years. It's fair to say that
without one, the other would
cease to exist in its current state.
If these two partners are locked
in this symbiotic relationship,
why is it that one side or
another always seems to be
,
dismissing the other's
importance? The latest shot
fired
was
by
the
Harrisonburg business community. According to the
Oct. 22 issue of The Breeze,
many business owners in
Harrisonburg claim the city's economic boom is not necessarily
linked to the rise in JMU's population over the same period of
time.
However, the naivete of this
statement is apparent just by
looking at the numbers.
Harrisonburg's
population
swelled from 25,400 in 1983 to
33,900 in 1996.
Over that same time frame,
JMU's population increased from

9,048 to 12,963. Don't these business people realize that one obviously has to do with the other?
While the number of students at
JMU is not figured in when calculating the city's population, there
is a tie between the two that goes
beyond the numbers. The city's
population has increased because
more businesses are coming to

Outback Steakhouse, Ruby
Tuesday, Applebee's, Dairy
Queen, Chili's, University
Outpost, The Gap, B. Moss,
American Eagle Outfitters. The
list goes on and on.
It's plain to see these businesses
rely heavily on college students
for their income. If our dollars are
good enough to take, why are we
treated as if we are being

done a favor b he
y * city?
Haven t we contributed to
this expansion? Now that's
not to say JMU doesn't reap
some of these benefits as
well. The city has done a fine
job of promoting itself and
encouraging new businesses
to settle in Harrisonburg. As a
result, we can shop at these stores,
eat at these restaurants and drink
at these bars.
But realize this, Harrisonburg:
without JMU, this city would not
be the fastest growing in the state
two years running. You've done
your part, but don't deny we've
helped push you over the top.
Yes, we rely on you for certain
things, but the fact is you need us
just as much as we need you.

If our
dollars are good enough
, i
,
1
to take, why are we treated
as if we are being done a
favor by the city?'
Harrisonburg. New businesses
mean more jobs and populations
have always flowed in the same
current as commerce.
However, this explosion of new
businesses is directly related to
the expansion from Madison
College to present day JMU.
Think of how many college-oriented businesses have popped up
in the 'Burg in the last few years:
Main Street Bar & Grill,
Calhoun's, The Biltmore Grill,

Topic: Do you think Microsoft Corporation violated anti-trust laws?
"1 think they definitely have
broken anti-trust laws. They
have a monopoly of the
computer programming
industry."

SPOTLIGHT

KOKKN O'NVMAJcontributingphotographer

Jeff Lupardo
freshman, English

"No. They achieved
their market share
by legal means."

Mike Rubel
junior, finance

"Yes. Microsoft should
be treated the same as
the Bell System was
treated in that it was
broken up into the Baby
Bells. "
Tricia McGoldrick
senior, marketing
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Exploring JMU Boyish Boys and canning it
It's been awhile since I last wrote this rambling mess
we call my column, but I'm back. It took awhile:
Inspiration was lacking, and I went into the Columnists'
Protection Program following my commentary on the
Girly-Girls of JMU. Seems like I touched a few nerves.
How do I know this? The eggs on my car were a clue,
but the fact that people were STTLL talking about the topic
the day Linwood Rose was named this university's president instead of going, "Wow, man. We've got a new

Ramble On
— Courtney A. Crowley
leader here after 27 years," made it ridiculously obvious.
I heard people at D-hall (sitting incognito within
earshot) say, "What is that bitch talking about?" or "Is she
out of her f»&$ing mind? I love the 'Girly-Girls.'" If s the
latter that prompted me to go up to the person and say,
"Hi. I'm Courtney. You know, the 'Girly-Girl' chic. Just
wanted to let you know.
People also loved it. Women and guys who think women
should carry themselves with dignity and grace came up tome
and said, 'It needed to be said. Thank you."
As someone who writes for a newspaper, I will get trashed
and obliterated. I accept this willingly. But I will not accept the
fact that JMU has no collective sense of humor. Come on, people. The column was a joke, but it doesn't seem like anyone
took it mat way. People need to laugh more. What was it about
that column that everyone mistook for a serious account? Is it

that sarcasm doesn't translate well into print? Was it the overuse
of italics to indicate fantasy? Or did the innocuous editor's note
straight out of "Law and Order" gc unread?
However, I know individuals here have senses of humor.
For instance, my friend (who shall remain nameless, but
knows who he is) introduced me as, "This is Courtney, she is
the ed... urn, my friend. Yeah, my friend." So this guy looks
at me and said, "So when are you going to do a follow-up to
the 'Girly-Girl' column titled 'Guyish-Guys?' " No hi. How
are you? He cut right to the chase. Without missing a beat, I
replied, "Actually, I've thought about it, but think I could get
smacked if I tread into mat land-mine filled territory again.
Besides, don't you think Tloyish-Boys' sounds better?"
Well, I've thought it over. 77K Breeze staff has harped on
the state of apathy on this campus, but maybe we just
aren't covering concrete things that elicit responses and
combat apathy. MaybeTibet and Congress signing laws
that completely thwart our privacy rights aren't what JMU
cares about. Maybe all they care about are girly-girls and
boyish-boys. It sure seems that way.
So here it comes, the unanticipated, unwanted flip-side
to the girly-girl thesis: the Boyish-Boys of JMU.
Again, please note: If you are going to read further, please dig
your sense of humor out and dust it off because this is supposed
to be a light-hearted piece. Thanks. —ED.
Unlike the size 4 Girly-Girls, the Boyish Boys come in
all shapes and sizes — from the 5-foot-3 jerks with the
short-man complex, whose like is most likely "You know,
baby, we're the same size if we're horizontal," to the guys
who are so tall they have to duck through doorways.
However, just like Girly Girls, Boyish Boys make the
nocturnal weekend transformation from virtual bum to the
Abercrombie, Gap and Timberland-clad casanovas they
think the Girly-Girls will eat up like low-cal fudge. One
thing though: Does more hair gel and khakis equal a more
Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth

DARTS
PAT

attractive guy? Jury's still out on that one because, as we all
know, beauty is in the eye of the beholder of the beer goggles. It is, after all, The JMU Way. The dress goes along
with their love for sport-utility vehicles because they look
much better driving their SUVs if their hair is gelled (so it
won't blow around when they're hanging out the window
checking out the scenery and striking a suave pose).
Boyish-Boys prefer Natty Light or Beast to the Captain
because you can play beer pong with that (and it gets Girly
Girls drunk), or play the keg-meister, which is most definitely the best way to meet Girly Girls (because it gets
them drunk and if s polite, too). Girly-Girls think: He's getting me beer? Hey, he's a dream boy. What a great boy.
Checkmate for Boyish-Boy! Now that he's studied the
fine cinematic efforts of "How To Be A Player" for the lines
he needs to use, 'Top Gun" for the moves he needs to use
to get the Girly-Girl, as well as perfecting his dance moves
to the best of his Wonder Bread-bred ability, he's ready for
a college life of meaningless conquests. Night after night,
Girly-Girl after Girly-Girl. They are nights he will refer to
after the fact as, "My nightmare, but other guys' fantasies."
The important thing for the Boyish-Boys is that he can
say: "Been there, done that . . and that, that, that, that,
that, that and that twice."
It it the hope of the Girly-Girl who makes the transformation to Womanly-Woman while in college that her
Boyish-Boy will also make the jump to Manly-Man. She
knows it may take four or five years (and sometimes
longer: Please see Bill Clinton), but it will happen.
Honestly, I have no way to end this column. Just flip
the page and move on. I'm sick of this topic, and I hope
you are too.
Courtney A. Crowley is a junior SMAD and history double
major and the editor.

Pat...
A "your-support-was-moving" pat to all who
participated in the candlelight vigil for Matthew
Shepard.
Sent in by another voice fighting for justice.

Dart...

Dart...

A "vour-time-is-over" dart to the drunk fraternity
alums who try to come back and hit on the new
sorority pledges with cheap, overused pick-up lines.
Sent in by disgusted sorority pledges who think
you ned to stick to picking up girls your own age.

A"good-teams-don't-have-to-make-fivetouchdowns-to-win-a-game" dart to all of the JMU
football experts out there who think only JMU
football's defense is working hard.
Sent in by a fan who is tired of the defense getting
all of the glory while the offense takes all of the
blame.

A "don't-be-gross" dart to the guy who operates
the frozen yogurt machine at D-hall and sculpts the
yogurt into blatant phallic symbols.
Sent in by two disgusted women who fee I violated
after having a few badfro-yo experiences.

Pat...

Pat...

Pat...

A "the-increase-in-diversity-is-welcomed" pat to
UPB for bringing Nikki Giovanni and Kieu Cheu to
campus this week.
Sent in by a student who appreciates the diversity
that a multicultural office\promotes.

A "been-around-the-world-and-I-I-I-I can't-findmy-baby-either" pat to Michael Palmer for his letter
to the editor in the Oct. 19 issue of The Breeze.
Sent in by a guy who can empathize with his
plight.

A "your-words-captured-the essence-of-the event"
pat to the young woman who spoke so eloquently
about her aunt and the Civil Rights movement at the
Matthew Shepard vigil.
Sent in by an individual who thinks you are one of
the bright lights in a sometimes dark worla\.

Dart...

• '
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Scared you won't find anything
to do this week?

assanutten Resort
Now hiring for Ski Season

^r

Full-time,
Part-time,
Weekends,
Anytime!

A Halloween Week oy
MEGA I&VRIIES/
IU Appreciation Night

Wednesd«9

Th^Bcredible sooods of
ItTHTOANBY"
>rttf%$2.00

10-28

For More Information, Call 289-4954

Ladies Njght.

Thursday

Th^Baflkets bigger e«ry week!
rowdHre massiveywith the best
Busic on tne planet.
Ifc FQSPTHE LADIES.

10-29

"riday

(/) ghoufingr

ON AT

adJREC?

Droll Band

10-30
aturday

Ski Free

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, Instructors,
Telephone Operators.and More!
*Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts!

jest Rick Retch

"A Nightmare on Mainstreet

contest

10-31 ^0/ A AJ^SJ^JT

uancs
Oct. 27 Stroke Clinic 7:30-8:15pm
Make your stroke real ghould!
Last day to sign-up is TODAY, Oct. 26!

Located at 153 South Main Street in downtown Harrisonburg.
For more information call 432-9963
or visit our website at www.MegaWattlnc.com

Oct. 30 First Aid, gam-Noon
S20 Bones, Register by Oct. 28
Oct. 30 Dive-in Movie 7-gpm
get ready to SCREAM in the UREC Pool!

Now
Hiring

nurafs

Nov. 2 Solve the Shoe
Oct. 26-29 Entries due
Dilemma, 7pm
/for Sports Trivia!
A certified athletic trainer tells
you"which shoes to choose! —

for Spring '99 _

fncs;
Add important computing job skills
to your resume by working for

Computing
Support
R

Cam
Campus jobs are available

in:

HelpDesk
Microcomputing Labs
For application and/or information go to:
hup ://uiu>w.jmu. edu/computing/labs/apps
Deadline for applications:
5 p.m. on Friday, November 9, 1998

„von fore

Oct. 27 Vegetarian Workshop, 7-8pm
Hey all you veggie heads, find out
some more info on eating your
gieens.

LAST DAY!!
Sign up Oct. 26
for the overnight
Oct. 31 K.I.D.S., g:30-io:3oam
backpacking trip
Hey JMU faculty & staff, bring your
to Dolly Sods, WV
kiddos to Kreative Interactive
Oct.30-Nov.i
Directed Saturday for some fun with
ONLYS46.00
the UREC PROMotion team, call
Pre-trip meeting
X8715 to register!
tonight a gpm!
Who you gonna raff? X8700 or
hffpr/'www.imu.edu/rocrcaf ion
Have a safe c"< nappy Haf'cwocn frcm URFX
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Human Rights Fair shows students
aren't as apathetic as they seem
To the Editor
I'm writing in opposition of a seemingly universal
stereotype of the contemporary college student. I realize
JMU students and the majority of college students in general receive an undeserved reputation of being apathetic
spectators of international and domestic crises. I'm writing
to demonstrate that students are capable and willing to
actively express opposition to worldwide human rights
injustices.
JMU students have responded to issues concerning
women's rights, abuses against minorities, religious persecution and freedom of speech in the form of an educational Human Rights Fair. JMU student organizations including Amnesty International, Students for a Free Tibet and
other groups dealing with domestic and international
human rights violations will meet for educational programs about social awareness. The Human Rights Fair will
be held Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Highlands Room in
Warren Hall. Rev. John Grace of Catholic Campus
Ministry, Nikitah Imani, assistant professor of sociology,
and others will be speaking about a wide range of social
and moral dilemmas. Movies and documentaries will also
be shown to bring such persecution into a more clear perspective.
Society has called and JMU students, organizations and
faculty have collectively responded. The college students I
talk to are interested in pursuing greater social awareness
and are intent on becoming the creators of international

solutions to inhumane persecution. The Human Rights
Fair is an open invitation to witness and become educated
about the unjust treatment of threatened groups throughout our society. Together we as our own community can
effectively reach out and intervene in such unfortunate circumstances to bring positive change.
Jeff Lupardo
freshman

English

College Libertarians voice concerns
about student drinking
To the Editor:
As Alcohol Awareness Week comes to a close, we
would like to take this opportunity to voice our concerns
as members of the JMU College Libertarians on the issue
of underage drinking. Like many JMU students, we find
the list of students arrested each weekend for this victim-

less crime rather disconcerting.
We are puzzled by the attempts of JMU, Harrisonburg
Police Department and the state to assume the role of surrogate parents over the student body, for are we not intelligent young adults capable of making our own decisions?
Common sense and history has shown that prohibition
laws don't help, but only make things worse.
As Libertarians, we believe people must accept personal responsibility for the consequences of their actions.
Personal responsibility is discouraged when government
denies individuals the opportunity to exercise it. In fact,
this denial of freedom fosters irresponsibility. In other
words, no amount of "cracking down" on students will
make them drink less; rather these policies create a larger
underage drinking problem. It's time for the drinking age
to be abolished.
We believe individuals should be free to make choices
for themselves and to accept responsibility for the consequences of the choices they make. However, our support
of an individual's right to make free choices in life does not
mean that we necessarily approve or disapprove of these
choices.
The JMU College Libertarians would like to invite
interested students to a discussion of underage drinking
and the concepts of freedom and personal responsibility
from a Libertarian perspective. This meeting will be held
tomorrow in Jackson Hall, room 106 at 8 p.m.
John Passmore
senior
English

Colin Grabow
senior
international affairs

What every woman deserves . . .
A JMU male offers advice on what women should demand from their relationships
I would like to open this column by saying how appreciative I am for all the love I received after I wrote my
letter to the editor. Thank you very much. Your kind
words meant a lot to me.
In my letter to the editor in the Oct. 1 issue of The
Breeze, I referenced something that is, in my mind, of
utmost importance. Every woman deserves and should
demand one thing: respect. Women of JMU, sit back, relax
and enjoy. Look around at the boys reading this article and
you're bound to see some guys wiping the sweat off their
brow, loosening their collars, looking around, hoping no
one is noticing them get nervous over some stupid column.
There is a very positive side to many of my male companions at JMU, and I'd like to give credit where credit is
due. They have proven to be upstanding gentlemen in
most cases. I can say with confidence that most of my
friends are very respectful to women. They value women
for what they are — special. But there are those that need
to be addressed.
Before I discuss what I consider to be an absolutely crucial frame of mind for women to have at JMU, let me
establish one point. Guys at JMU are spoiled. It is absolutely ridiculous how many beautiful women there are at this
school. I use the word ridiculous because for all practical
purposes, it doesn't make any sense. Yes, there are many
physically attractive women here; but I have never met so
many women that are just simply unbelievable. Inner
beauty is not that hard to find at JMU. Guys have a wide
range of amazing ladies to pursue.
With that said, it is essential for you, the women of
JMU, to see your worth. You are amazing and to be honest, each and every one of you make this school what it is.
The men of this school should feel honored to be on the
same campus with you. You deserve the best this school
has to offer, and this is why I write today. In many situations, the men you are romantically involved with do not
give you the respect you deserve. I encourage you to take a
closer look at your relationships and what you consider
acceptable behavior. I will try to break down my argument

contemplate: general rules of respect, physical boundaries
and the honesty and dignity you deserve.
There are a few general rules men should live by when
in the presence of a woman, regardless of how he feels
about her. Men should watch the language they use with
women. I know that might sound like an old-school
throwback, but there are certain things that should never
be talked about in the presence of a woman. Use of harsh
language also shows a general lack of respect for women.

— Jason Slattery
There are physical guidelines to a relationship that
should never be violated. A guy should never encourage
you to get physically involved beyond what you desire if
you don't feel comfortable with something. If he's encouraging you to do it, it's important for you to realize that he
desires to satisfy himself in the relationship. If he was in
the relationship to serve you, the guy would never put you
in uncomfortable positions in which you felt awkward or
out of place. Remember, if your boyfriend cares about you,
he should treat you like his queen, not his slave.
A man should always be aware of how much alcohol
he consumes. If he gets drunk and out of control it's a
surefire sign that he doesn't care about how he acts around
you. If a guy is constantly drunk when he hangs out with
you, he doesn't feel comfortable being himself when
you're around.
There's another, more serious problem that occurs
when a man has been drinking that offends me to even
think about. Physical abuse is an activity brought about by
the most vile, wretched slime that walks on planet Earth. I
hope that any sick, twisted, pervert that has hurt a woman
burns in the annals of dating hell. If you've ever been violated by someone who claims to care about you, I hope
and pray.that you have ih« audacity to leave him.i. If
VJAW.V.V

you've been scarred by an experience like this, you're not
alone. But there are things that can be done and people
who can help. Unless you didn't know the person that
abused you, the first step in this process is to recognize the
trash that hurt you is just that, trash. I'd like to give some
serious credit to those of you that have survived abusive
experiences and are still strong today. You amaze me with
your faith and endurance.
Abuse, in any form, has no place in any relationship.
Sometimes, mental abuse has more serious affects than
physical abuse. If your boyfriend mentally abuses you or is
constantly telling you your problems, it's a reflection of
how he views himself. Would he ever admit this? No,
because he's an insecure, dishonest liar who takes out his
aggression on you because he's too afraid of his future and
the hopelessness that it offers. Have the confidence in
yourself to leave him. Otherwise, just envision yourself
with him in a worse state than where he is now, and envision yourself with him five years down the road. Don't get
me wrong, men can change, but a lot of times they have to
go through the school of hard knocks to learn their lesson.
Put class in session.
There are a few things that should develop in the
course of a lasting relationship. First, men should never be
ashamed or afraid to be honest. Obviously, we all have
skeletons in our closets, but in most cases he should never
hesitate to answer the questions you ask, especially if they
pertain to the relationship. You deserve that much.
The last thing that I think needs to be brought up is the
issue of loyalty. If a man cares about you, he should be
loyal to you. If you really care about someone and the relationship has been defined as serious, you should be the
only lady on his list.
There's someone out there that's been waiting their
whole life to meet you. If you believe this, then you'll realize that he will honor you by his actions and words. If he's
the one, he should always treat you like you're the one. If
he constantly disrespects you, leave him. You'll be happier
"and better off than you ever were without him.
JosQnSkltery.is a sophomore politico} $<;ieiicejiiqjQr. . . .....
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'Joy-Luck' actress to speak at JMU
Former star of 'M*A*S*H' will share story of hardship and success

I

BRIAN SHOWALTER
contributing writer

Kieu Chinh, an Asian-born
actress who starred in the
critically acclaimed "The Joy
Luck Club" and "M»A*S*H,"
serves as the co-chair of the
Vietnam Memorial Association, a
non-profit organization that
builds schools in marred areas of
Vietnam.
She is coming to give a
presentation about her life
including family, past and
present
Asia,
women's
empowerment and her triumphs
in acting and living.
Chinh's life story sounds like a
blueprint for an epic drama. It is
a story that is sure to inspire.
Her infant brother and mother
died in a bombing of Hanoi.

Minh City. Her father abruptly
pushed her into the airplane and
stayed in Hanoi. Chinh never
saw her father again.
After leaving Hanoi in 1954,
Chinh took refuge in Saigon
and became a famous actress,
playing the female lead in 22
movies in Vietnam, Thailand,
the Philippines, India,
Singapore and Taiwan. She
was voted Best Leading
Actress at the 1973 Asian Film
Festival.
After fleeing Saigon, she
eventually made her home in
Hollywood, where her film
career drifted amid language
and cultural barriers. Chinh
has added to her career by
taking part in numerous
television shows and films.
The Asian Student Union
KIEU CHINH/PHOTOCOURTESY CMSS (ASU) and The Center for

When she was 15-years-old,
Chinh and her father prepared to
board a southbound plane to
Saigon, now known as Ho-Chi-

Multicultural Services (CMSS)
are the co-sponsors for the
presentation by Chinh.
Zebulun Davenport, CMSS
director, said, "It is not just that
she is Asian. Kieu Chinh has a
story to tell. It will give the
students in the ASU a chance to
spend time with someone from
the Asian community," he
added.
"The audience can learn about
the different culture and her
struggles
through
the
presentation," said Zephia
Bryant, assistant director of
CMSS, when asked why Chinh's
visit is important.
Increasing awareness about
minorities adjusting in America
is another reason for the
presentation.
"The audience can become
aware of what Asian-Americans

go through and adjusting from
their Asian heritage to American
culture. She can be a role model
since she goes against the passive
stereotype of Asian women,"
said Chrissy Villapando, ASU
president.
Chinh flourished despite the
death of family members and
seeking refuge from her native
country.
She found a way to be
successful, make a difference
and, most importantly, survive.

INFORMATION
Kieu Chinh's presentation
will take place in the
Wilson Hall Auditorium on
Wednesday. Oct. 28 at 8
p.m. For further info, contact the CMSS at x 6636.

Concert bridges generational gap
I MATT SPANGLER
contributing writer
The Masterpiece Season
Encore Series kicked off in
Wilson Hall last Friday night
with a performance by the
Classic Rock All-Stars. The
annual Parents' Weekend event
provided a great opportunity for
parents and students to spend
some time together without
feeling the need to feed their
faces at local restaurants.
The group is a collection of
four musicians who were once
part of groups that had number
one hits in the 60s and 70s. Now
the four men have joined forces
to tour the country, recapturing
their youth and playing their #1
hits in a trip down memory lane.
The line-up consisted of Mike
Pinera on guitar (from the bands
Iron Butterfly and Alice Cooper),
Peter Rivera (Rare Earth) on
drums, Dennis Yoda (Cannibal
and the Headhunters) on bass
and Jerry Corbetta (Sugarloaf) on
keyboards.
Parents with their children in
tow filtered into the hall,
apprehensively trying to find
their seats. The sounds of Eric
Clapton filtered over the PA in an
effort to warm them up. By the
start of the show, the only seats
that remained empty were the
balcony and the back of the lower
level.
The show began with a spacey
CD intro characteristic of a Pink
Floyd concert. The four men
came on stage in darkness and
jammed into their first hit, the
Rare Earth song "Get Ready."

This song was followed quickly
by the Iron Butterfly hit "Ride
Captain Ride" (upon your
mystery ship) and provided the
audience with what may have
been the two most well-known
songs in the show. After a few
more numbers, they introduced
the only song from Cannibal and
the Headhunters. Called "Land
of 1,000 Dances" the introduction
left most in the audience
wondering the same thing —
what #1 single is this?
Yoda quickly answered this
question when he explained that
even though no one recognized
the name, it was a song that the
audience had heard hundreds of
times before. The audience
realized he was right as soon as
the group launched into the song,
and the crowd began tapping
their toes to "Na, Nana, Na,
Nana, Na, Nana, Na." This was
the first time the crowd seemed
really interested in the show, and
a brave mother-son team got up
in front of the stage and danced
to the famous tune.
The rest of the show cruised
along at a quick pace as the hit
singles of the three respective
groups were played with
enthusiasm by the energetic
foursome. The Sugarloaf hit
"Green Eyed Lady" was another
crowd pleaser, providing the
younger crowd with a song they
may have heard.
It was a version of the Frankie
Valli and the Four Seasons hit
"Sherry Baby" that provided the
best response and really struck a
chord with the audience. Sung in
a high pitched voice by
keyboardist Jerry Corbetta, the

crowd began sang along and
laughed in amusement as
Corbetta attempted to hit the
high notes that made the Four
Seasons so popular.
The group had a solid stage
presence coming from their 30
years of experience in rock bands,
but the lead guitarist slightly
overdid things with his constant
gyrations, head bobbing and
cliche guitar antics. With his
running shoes on and his
constant jaunts around the
auditorium, he was reminiscent
of a mix between Spinal Tap and
Richard Simmons.
Rivera was definitely the

backbone of the group. Perhaps
one of the best known
drummers/vocalists to come out
of that era besides Don Henley,
his drumming was solid and his
deep baritone voice provided the
best singing of the night.
The band did their best to get
the crowd excited. Despite the
group's efforts, the crowd was
content to sit and enjoy the show
rather than stand up and dance.
Yoda summed the crowd's
response the best when he
thanked them for their
"appreciative" response while
still coaxing them to "get up and

party!"

In the end, the show was well
received and enjoyed by most,
but some of the songs seemed to
miss the audience. The older
audience didn't seem to enjoy the
hard rocking guitar licks laid out
by Pinera, and the younger
crowd couldn't really get into the
tunes that were hits well before
they were a "glimmer in their
parent's eyes," Pinera points out.
For one night in Wilson Hall,
the 60s and 70s were bom again,
giving most at the show a walk
down memory lane, and letting
the kids get a taste of what kind
of music their parents listened to
when they were in college.

JANE MCHUGH/<wtm*uri/ig photographer

Classic Rock All-Stars jam on the stage at Wilson Hall Friday night. The concert included Mike Pinera,
Peter Rivera, Dennis Yoda and Jerry Corbetta.
..,,..
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Nature inspires Zirkle artist's potraits
ISHANA ALSTAETTER
contributing writer
Senior Adrianne Taylor has an exhibit
in the Other Gallery of the Zirkle House
gallery. Her work is a collection of self
portraits heavily influenced by Frida
Kahlo, Paul Clay and Vincent Van Gogh.
She uses oil, water color, black and white
photography and collage, also
incorporating animal imagery and
language into her elaborate creations. Her
pieces are transcendent, self portraits that
communicate with the viewer.
"[I tried to] produce a really good
image . . . not necessarily a good visual
image, but something that showed who I
am as a person," Taylor said. In these
pieces, she records the date and title in
Spanish. This use of language became
more of a focus as she moved on in the
process of discovery. She incorporates
what she calls "a hodge podge of different
languages," including German and Italian.
Taylor has great respect for the animal
kingdom. She says the use of language in
her pieces is derived from watching birds.
"Growing up I always heard birds,"
Taylor said. "It's like we don't know what
they are saying, but they are always
talking. Birds are fascinating with the
migration. It all ties into humans more
than people think it does." Throughout her
pieces, you see birds superimposed,
collaged and finely drawn.
Taylor also has a series of black and

l.EN ALBRlGHThoiilribulinxpholoxrapher
Adrianne Taylor's works are on display at The Other Gallery in Zirkle House. Her
works derive inspiration from Nature and communicate with the viewer.

white photographs on display, using
infrared film and double exposures. With
infrared film you can sometimes see parts
of a person glowing because it is very
sensitive to light. This film is fitting for
Taylor's work. She photographs her eyes
and her face in a delicate manner. "Its
almost like you're seeing different parts of
me .. .; like different personalities," Taylor
said.
In her piece "I remember," she uses
imagery with an ear and small cave
painting-like drawings, with symbols that
are reminiscent of Paul Clay's work. This
imagery is so interesting because it is tied
to many things in her work. Taylor
comments "a lot of it has to do with good

times when I was growing up ... I always
use an ear a lot, because I had trouble with
hearing ... I am partially deaf in my right
ear ... I never felt people listened to me
when I was younger," Taylor said.
Overall, Taylor is on a quest for self
discovery. She is not doing it alone. She
uses all sorts of influences in her art.
Taylor draws from her family, other artists
and the animal kingdom with no limits.
There is a definite progression in the
exhibition of her work.
Taylor does not limit herself in her
quest for self discovery. There are no better
words for her than to say she is
elementally transcendent. Taylor is a
teacher that we all can learn from.

5

LEN XLBRlGKTIainiribulmi; plwtographer
A sample of senior Aaron Neeley's work.
His works are on display at the Artworks
Gallery in Zirkle House.

'Beloved boasts powerful acting, stunning scenes
Film an accurate representation of novel, portrays effects of slavery during post-civil war era
niNM
mviuini uunw

ITIWYTUV

contributing writer

Toni Morrison begins her complex and
haunting novel, Beloved, about the
devastating effects of slavery on a postCivil War African-American family.

REVIEW
The Pulitzer Prize winning novel from
1987 is remarkable because of its indelible
characters and its ability to transport the
reader to a spiritual world.
/
The film "Beloved" successfully
accomplishes this feat. The main character,
Sethe (played by Oprah Winfrey), is a
former slave and mother who is haunted
by the child she murdered to save from a
return to servitude. Sethe's daughter,
Denver (Kimberly Elise), is trapped under
her mother's inability to completely
divorce herself from the emptiness that
slavery caused in her heart.
While Sethe has won her freedom and
her children's freedom, she is still affected
and disturbed by her life of servitude.
Denver must eventually escape the
overhanging guilt and torment that
slavery has wrought on her mother and
move forward.
The inability for Sethe to break from
her past takes the shape of the allegorical
character Beloved, who is for Sethe the
torment of the child she murdered.
When Denver, trapped under her

mother's guilt, finally breaks away and
begins
to make
make aa life
life for
for herself.
begins to
herself.
nonuor
must
(ramp
Denver must frame slavprv
slavery in
in aa
window of perspective, pick up the
shattered pieces and leave the past behind
to find solvency and reparation.
If nothing else, the film adaptation of
Beloved succeeds in capturing and
showing the harsh realities and oppression
we have worked so hard to overcome. By
doing so, we are allowed a glimpse at how
far we have come as a society, and at the
same time can recognize that there is still
work to be done.
Impressively, the film captures the soul
of Morrison's novel, and even manages to
follow the book's mix of time and
sequence while closely adhering to the
dialogue spoken in the novel.
Most importantly, the film is so well
acted that Morrison's characters and spirits
breathe and live on the screen with a
vitality often lacking from other literary
adaptions.
Director Jonathan Demme (Oscar
winner
for
"Silence
of
the
Lambs"and"Philadelphia") smoothly
coordinates the jumping backwards and
forwards through time, soaking the
landscape of the story's present in sickly
grays and reds, then switching to super-16,
overexposed film to transfer to moments
from the story's past.
There are interesting and often
arresting visual choices. The most
interesting of these choices center around
Demme's flexible interpretation of the
Beloved character, played by Thandie

Newton.In Morrison's novel, there are a
lot of questions as to Beloved's actual
substance. Is she a demon, a ghost, a
resurrection of the dead or a real person?
Demme doesn't seem quite sure
himself. When the film opens, Beloved's
spirit haunts the house Sethe and Denver
live in. When a character from Sethe's past,
Paul D (Danny Glover) from Sweet Home
visits, a red glow envelops him,
representing the haunting presence of
Beloved. Paul D eventually drives the
spirit away and takes its place in the
house.
One day after a fair, a freakish girl
appears out of the river crawling with
bugs, as if bursting from the grave and the
river of damned souls all at once, and
arrives at Sethe's doorstep.
Later on, when a warped mirror is
held up to Beloved, her contorted
reflection is visible in the mirror. When
Beloved literally disappears toward the
end of the film, no one seems to actually
witness it.
The film loses momentum toward the
last half hour as Denver finally escapes the
mad world but the vividness of the
character portrayal holds the film aloft.
The film is uncompromising in
bringing Morrison's novel to the screen,
and, as such, can be quite shocking at
times.
The opening scene literally grabs the
viewer as Sethe sticks a dog's eye back in
its socket. There are flashbacks depicting
hangings, rape, images of torture, gore and
blood and a baby's slit throat.

There is full frontal female nudity, a
torturous birthing scene and Danny
Glover's backside.

It's not a film for the weak at heart, but
the adaptation would be less direct and
authentic without these fleeting moments
of visceral tableaux. The film never
submerges to the sensational, nor betrays
the context that Morrison built into her
characters.
The acting is powerful, simple,
eloquent and stunning. Winfrey
completely disappears into the role of
Sethe. Glover brings a wizened and grizzly
warmth to Paul D and Newton creates a
complex, almost caricature Beloved,
mixing in moments of virtuosity with
outright goofiness.
The real star is Elise in the role of
Denver. She's the equivalent of a young,
female Samuel Jackson. Her eyes frown
menacingly and her consistency is
breathtaking. Her work is believable
without being nuanced and she
completely inhabits the role.
Aside from Elise's performance, the
film could have easily become a vanity
project for Winfrey, a heavy-handed work
solely designed to win critical accolades
and award nominations.
Instead
it's
a
personal,
uncompromising film, produced, shaped
and created from the powers of an
influential and wealthy African American
woman. Winfrey, who worked hard to get
as far as she has to create this film, can be
compared to Denver, who took control of
her life and moved beyond oppression.
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THE LOOK
HAIR and TANNING SALON
(since 1990)

564-2770

FOR A LIMITED TllvlE PLUS PLAN PRICES
ARE FALLING FASTER THAN THE LEAVES!

498G University Blvd.
(Across from Costco)

n Sale For As Low As $12.95 per month

Bus Routes 1,2 and 5

Tanning Deals

'til the end of '98

One Session
$3.00
Six Sessions
$ 15.00
12 Sessions
$27.00
20 Sessions
$35.00
30 Sessions
$40.00
I month unlimited
$35.00
Wolff Super Beds
Beauty Specials
Wash & Cut.
$8.50
Regular Perms
$30.00
Spiral Perms
$40.00
Hair Colors
$30.00
Highlighting
$30.00
Facial Waxing
$5.00
You must present this coupon!
HURRY! Sale Ends Soon!

"Some restrictions apply
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Attention all
Style writers!
There is a
mandatory
meeting today at
4 p.m. at The
freeze office.
V^e there!

STYLE WEEKLY

IPHT

►"Aaron Neeley-printmalcing" Zirkle House, Artwork* Gallery
Monday-Thursday, noon-5'p.m., Saturday-Sunday, noon-4 p.m.,
free.
► "Adrianne Taylor-self portrait painting" Zirkle House, the
Other Gallery — Monday-Thursday, noon-5 p.m., FridaySaturday, noon-4 p.m., free.
► "Paul Takeuchi-Visual Haiku and New Work" New Image
Gallery — Monday-Thursday noon-5 p.m., Friday-Saturday
noon-4 p.m.
►Live Jazz: Dave's Taverna Downtown — Tuesday, 9 p.m.-midnight, $3 cover, $3 food/beverage minimum.
►Jimmy O: Firfnigan's Cove — Tuesday, 10 p.m., $2.
►Eddie From Ohio with guest Nickeltown: TRAX — Thursday,
8 p.m., $7 in advance, $8 at the door.
►The GibbDroll Band with guest Rick Retch: Mainstreet Bar &
Grill — Friday, 10 p.m.,,$6 in advance, $5 at the door.
►Cracker: Wilson Hall Auditorium — Friday, 8 p.m., $10 and
$14, call x6217 for further information.

M^SIC

►JMU Symphonic Band and Concert Band: Wilson Hall
Auditorium— Monday, 3 p.m., free.
►Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Dead Poet's Society," Monday, 9
p.m., free. "Out of Sight," Wednesday and Thursday, 7 and 9:30
p.m., $2. "The X-Files," Friday and Saturday 7 and 9:30 p.m. $2.
►Regal Cinemas Valley Mall: "Practical Magic," "What Dreams
May Come," "Beloved," "Antz," $4.50 before 6 p.m., $6.50
after. Call 434-7107.
►Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Rush Hour," "Bride of Chucky,"
"Soldier," $4-50 before 6 p.m., $6.50 after. Call 433-1200.

If you would Uke an event featured in 'Style Weekly,' send a letter c/o Style section; GI AnthonySeeger Hall; MSC 6805; JMU; Harrisonburg, VA 22807; include date, cost and location of the
event.

Artist's focus on men suits her just fine
I RICHARD O'MARA
The Baltimore
= Sun
/"the has men in her life, lots of them.
^^They've been around a long time.
k^^They lurk upstairs in her paintspattered studio, downstairs in the living
room. They lean against the wall, the
piano. They are men in suits, at desks, men
on horses.
They are big. They dwell within a
narrow band of colors, one overlapping
the other. They have no faces because she
has decided faces are unnecessary to what
she has been trying to do with them.
Ruth Pettus tried to explain in an
"artist's statement"/earlier this year:
"Initially I was drawn to the image of men
wearing suits because the simple, dark
shape was exciting as an abstract form ...
In all my work I mean to convey the
physicality of the figure, its visceral
identity, its essential purpose."
The mpn-in-suits pictures, when they
first appeared in the mid-80s, brought
Pettus some attention around town. They
showed up in nonconventional art venues:
restaurants and a bookstore. They'd had
an interesting genesis.
Pettus was in London in 1984, pushing
her young son around the British
Museum, in the same corridors her mother
used to drag her and her two brothers and
two sisters through, force-feeding them all
high culture. She came across some large
studies by Raphael, images that were to be
woven into a tapestry. It was a line of men
iivtpgas.

"I just thought that today they'd be
men in suits. Then I thought that would be
an interesting exercise."
Fourteen years later, she's still
exercising.
Pettus says she doesn't care what
people think about her paintings, but she
is mildly defensive when questioned about
her continuing preoccupation with the
same theme. "There are many artists who
use the same thing over and over again.
Matisse used women over and over. Rodin
used the human form three-dimensionally
over and over."
Furthermore, her men are evolving:
They are bigger than ever. These new men,
Pettus says, "are the most simplified, the
colors the most limited" in the 14 years
she's explored them. They are all set
within deeply textured horizons and
terrains that are as distinctive as the
primary images themselves.
This heavy texture is intentional, but
results as well from her practice of
painting over existing works that fail to
sell. A large painting she's working on
now titled "Three Men'" has "six or seven"
finished paintings beneath, she says. It's
likely that anybody who buys a Pettus
canvas is buying more than one picture.
Pettus was bom in New Zealand, close
to Wellington, but before she was a year
old, her parents moved to London. Her
mother was English; her father an
American foreign-service officer. She grew
up in London, at least to age 14, then the
family moved to the arid modernity of
Canberra, Australia.
. . ..Itwas in Australia, in high school, that

Pettus made a vague decision to be an art
restorer and began to take art history
courses. They lighted up her imagination.
"I wanted to be involved in art" is how she
puts it. Not making it, but learning about
it, or taking care of it.
This taste for art flowered in Australia,
but its seed was planted back in England,
in the unreceptive mind of a young girl
who had just discovered horses.
"All I was interested in was
horseflesh," she recalls. "All I wanted to
do was ride the horses, muck the horses,
take care of the horses."
Not entirely sympathetic to this
obsession, her mother sent her and her
sister and two brothers off on museum
tours. Mom gave quizzes, had them draw
things they saw in the museums.
Pettus remembers once seeing an
exhibit of Pierre Bonnard's paintings in the
National Gallery and being told to copy
one. They were all nudes, except for one of
flowers. Her sister glommed onto that one.
"None of us wanted to paint a nude.
We were 10, for God sakes! So I painted a
nude. I was so embarrassed. My mother
hung it on the wall."
In Australia, at the University of
Sydney, Pettus studied art from slides.
Then the family moved to Washington,
and again she came into proximity to the
real thing. Her mother began introducing
her to restorers, and others involved with
the preservation of works of art.
But Ruth, then 19 and not always one
to go along, fled to Greece, where she
"started to draw" landscapes and people
in the villages. She returned five .months

later determined to study painting.
This she did under painter Leon
Berkowitz, who motivated her to
undertake a degree program at the
Corcoran Gallery. She lasted one semester.
"It was so dull. It was awful! Awful!"
All this time — about three years —
she was doing her own work, encouraged
by people who saw something special in
the yourig artist. Among these was Alex Di
Santo, a framer. At the time they met, she
was interested in the abstract painters of
the 1950s, Di Santo recalls.'
As time progressed, Pettus decided to
work from photographs, and asked Di
Santo to help.
Pettus shifted to photographs because
sketching the men was unnecessary since,
as Di Santo seems to think, she simply uses
them as familiar objects around which to
weave her textured abstractions _ maybe
the same way a jazz musician uses an old
melody as the guiding line for
improvisations.
Currently Pettus is collaborating with a
photographer named James DuSel in a
project in cliche verre, an "arcane printing
process." She scratches images on sheets of
film, which then are printed.
These works will be shown starting
Nov. 7 at the Resurgam Gallery in
Baltimore.
During a recent interview, Pettus was
eager to show the few examples of this
new work.
The images are small, especially when
compared to her immense painting^. But
small as they are, her fans will find them
familial* TJieya*e©fc«wn» -...-.•• • •
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DRESSING UP TO GET DOWN
Contributing writer JOEY GROAH bags a few Hailoween stories, uncovers costume plans
Strangers willingly give free eats
to ballerinas and chain sawwielding zombies. The
"Monster Mash" plays incessantly on the radio. It's the only
holiday you can walk around
pants-less without getting arrested.
For many JMU students, Halloween is
their favorite holiday. It's a chance to top
last year's costume and go to parties and
have a good time.
Some like to reminisce about
Halloweens past, dress up and seek
candy. Some like cutting loose while
dressed as a shower or devil, socially
acceptable during this holiday. Some just
like running around wearing gallons of
fake blood.
Sophomores Sarah Schuweiler and Cris
Schneck are going as a different kind of
scary: "The Brady Bunch."
"I have to find a blue dress and apron,
though," Schuweiler says, who plans to go
as Alice, the Brady's maid. Schneck will be
Greg, and seven of their friends will fill in
for the rest of the family.
Schuweiler plans on trick-or-treating
and Scheck says they will "dress up and
see if anybody wants the "Brady Bunch."
Senior Joy Gentile has an idea from
another TV classic. "My boyfriend's in the
navy, so we're going as Popeye and Olive
Oyl," she says. Gentile plans on going to
Halloween parties with a group of friends.
Another classic TV show provides the
inspiration for juniors Ann Teass' and
Bethany Masone's costumes. "This year
we're going as "Charlie's Angels," Teass
says.
"We're going to walk around with
water guns, Masone adds.
'■

"'■*

-.

.

Both Teass and Masone feel it's important to be original and to not spend money.
"It's ridiculous to spend money on stuff
you're only going wear once," Masone
says.
Teass was a "disgruntled housewife"
freshman year, menacingly holding a
rolling pin, wearing curlers in her hair and
a trench coat.
Last year, Teass and a friend were competing beauty queens, first and second
place winners that fought constantly.
Buying a cheap prom dress at the
Salvation Army, getting a tiara and pour-

ing blood all over her, junior Jennie Duvall
plans to have the essential "Carrie" costume. "And as a backup I have a Waffle
House uniform," she says.
Since Halloween falls on a Saturday
this year, many students are going out of
town. Sophomore Melissa Rowe is going
to Hollins College in Roanoke to visit a
friend. She plans to dress up as punk
"Cradle-of Love" rocker Billy Idol, slightly
different from her costume last year when
she went as an angel. "But I need Billy
Idol pants," she says.
Senior Sara Simberg has a unique theo-

C1NDY TINKEWcontributing photographer

ry that helped her plan this year's costume.
"Each smell in the world has a countersmell, rotting milk combines with something. The accentuating smell to a decomposing body is little cinnamon hearts."
Wearing red pants and hearts, Simberg
feels she will complement her boyfriend's
decomposing corpse costume.
"Maybe I can have scratch-and-sniff
stickers," she says. If the candy heart costume doesn't work out, Simberg plans on
going as Marilyn Manson
Previously, she dressed as Pippi
Longstocking. She sprayed her hair
orange, braided it and used a wire coat
hanger bent into a 'W' shape to have her
hair "stick straight up in the air."
Simberg proudly described costumes
worn by her friends, including a praying
mantis and a tree. For the mantis, her
friend darkened her eyes, put Ker hair in a
bun . A brown shirt and lots of twigs provided the tree costume.
Not all Halloween memories are pleasant.Junior Ashley Paul has a fear of people
in costumes, including Duke Dog and
clowns, that she says is "irrational," but
it's understandable.
"When I was young, three or four
years-old, two older boys jumped out and
scared me," she says. The boys were hiding behind a car in costume, and lunged
out, surprising her. They later apologized,
but she was frightened.
A few years later, someone dressed as
Darth Vader chased her through a mall.
"I've never watched 'Star Wars' to this
day," she says. Paul plans to visit her family and friends over the weekend and "pass
out candy to little kids because I miss
that." • ••
i< (>.l.i< i.t • * ■ <
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Working on his costume in the UPB
office, junior Matt Staley isn't sure how to
arrange the eyes so he'll be able to see to
walk around. "The key is getting the
Cheesy Poof box," he says. Staley has cut
out, using construction paper, the various
elements of Eric Cartman from TV's
"South Park" and plans to mount them on

a board, then slipping the finished product
over his head.
Using a print out as a color and proportion guide, Staley has an idea of
how he'll bring the obscene
color form to life. Wearing the
completed Cartman, he may
don black pants and be a mobile,
3-D version of the cartoon. "I'm
having fun," Staley says.
Utilizing cheap, everyday
items is a common thread with
JMU students. Where do you go
when you need that pirate hook
or gangster outfit? Wal-Mart
has a Halloween section with
cheap costumes, both adult and
child sizes. Fake swords, capes and bags to
hold loot are available in the seasonal section.
Glen's Fair Price Store, located at 187
North Main St., displays an orange
"Halloween Headquarters"sign. Outside of
the store are hats of every variety and
boxes of plastic swords, spears, clubs and
axes.
Inside, shoppers are greeted with a Bill
Clinton mask sitting next to a female mannequin's head with a black wig. The
Clinton mask is a best seller, manager
Melinda Bare says. While they don't sell
Monica Lewinsky masks, they do have
berets and black wigs.
"'Scream' is still the biggest mask," she
says. Glen's wasn't prepared for the
demand of the masks. "Star Trek", super
heroes and "The Cat in the Hat" are other
costumes that can be bought at Glen's.
There are more than 1,000 costumes
available for rent, starting at $10, per 24
hours. The most popular costumes rented
at Glen's are gangsters, flappers and
Egyptian girls.
"Our blood's really good blood," Bare
says. "Some is even peppermint." Glen's
also has accessories. From props like cap
pistols and pitchforks, to wigs, Rupaul,
Howard Stern and Afros, she says. The

make-up kits are theater-quality Bare says.
With the costume rental and purchasable accessories, students can buy an
entire costume, Bare says.
Bare cautions students to
rent or buy early to avoid
the rush before the holiday. "We're waiting for
next week."
On Halloween and days
leading up you have to
wait to get in the door she
■ says. "People start changing in the aisles,"
The JMU community
enjoys Halloween, a
chance to get creative and
spooky. A chance to party with Eric
Cartman or a giant foos-ball game. A
chance to get free candy.

AUDREY WOODIstuffphotographer

AUDREY WOODIstaff photographer

(clockwise from top left) (1) The Shenandoah Heritage Farmers Market celebrates
the season with festive displays. (2) Freshman Rachel Brockman adds some
Halloween spirit to her room. (3) Pumpkins (4) Masks on display at Glen's Fair
Price store located in downtown Harrisonburg. (5)Trying on costumes in the aisles
is a popular sight at Glen's. (6) Freshman Crystal Blood decorates her hall.

My favorite Halloween costume..
Rebekah Carmichael

Brian Schlemmer
junior, SMAD

Amanda Shan
freshman, chemistry

"I was a dominatrix. That was
fun!"

"I was a Wuzzle ... it was
retarded, so random... I went to
a party and everybody loved it..
. How many 19-year-olds can be a
Wuzzle and pull it off?""

"I was the Tooth Fairy... I had a
pink dress, net wing things, and a
necklace with big cut-out fake
teeth on it. I was in second grade,
I didn't even have any teeth."

Noah Greenblatt

Karina Newinsky
freshman, biology

Randy Mitchell

senior, international affairs

sophomore, public admin.

"I dressed up like a refrigerator
once. It was real embarrassing ...
I had a little door and everything
... I try and keep that memory '
repressed!""

"I was Scarlett O'Hara ... I wore
this big hat and a big poofy
hoopskirt gown. It felt really neat
to dress up.""

Jennifer Morse
junior, CSD

Max Hubenthal
freshman, undeclared

"My mom made me a clown
costume... it was the same one
as my 3 year-old niece."

"I was a giant shoe... I got my
walk on.""

Director Student Success
Center

"I was Neil Young with the
trench coat and everything ... I
even had the hair."

Dr. Robert Scott
Vice President Institutional
Effectiveness

"1 was Superman. I wanted to be
able to do the hero type stuff he
could do."
SPOTLIGHT BY LEN ALBRIGHT
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The Madison Project
The 0\ ertones
Exit 245

benefit
fit J
Student
for
Camp Heartland

and. . .

\ Special Guest
Saturday 0ct31 at
WILSON HALL!

$2 Bucks

Ti\ on sale at
the Warren llo\ Office
(doors open at 7
concert begins at N)

Alcohol abuse
leaves students
to mourn losses
ALCOHOL from page 3

friends so that they could have
been here," Goering said.
"I think it is important to
leave some things like that informal so that people feel like they
can talk out. Had it been a more
formal setting, I don't think I
would have shared my experience," Graham said.
Simmons said she was
pleased with the turnout, especially since it was so cold.
Throughout the week students could participate in
Alcohol Awareness Week programs. The brick wall located in
Warren Hall post office area provided another opportunity for
students to tell stories related to
alcohol or drug abuse.
The red bricks represent negative effects of alcohol and gray
bricks represent positive effects.
On a red brick one student
wrote, "My grandfather shot
himself while under the influence
." Another student wrote, "My
sister was raped."
Students had the opportunity
to include positive aspects of
alcohol. One student wrote,"
FUN FUN FUN." Another gray
brick said, "Drink in moderation
and so we have a good time,"
written on it.

Watch what
happens when
13.000 pairs of eyes
see YOUR ad.

for more info call X6332

JAMIS

MADISON

UNIVKJITT

For advertising rates call
#568-6127

1

VITAMIN STORE & PHARMACY
Your One Stop Shop!

STUDtSAJTS! 20% off all Vitamins, Herbs,
Sports Nutrition and Diet Products For One Year,
One Day Per Month
We carry high quality national brands such as Twinlabs, Nature's Way, Newton
Homeopathics, Nature's Herbs, Ecclectic, Hylands and more.
In Sports Nutrition we have Androstene DJone,Creatine, Aminos, BCAAs, Designer
Protein, Ripped Fuel, Mighty Greens, Missing Link, Vitamins and much more. We
also offer personal wellness consultations with Clare Ross, DaHom, M.H.

Located directly across the street from JMl
Phone: 432-2372

COME IN COSTUME

Hours: Mon. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. - 12 p.m.

Major Credit Cards
Accepted
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Limited spaces are still available for the
Spring 1999 Semester in London program.
Contact the JMU Office of International
Education to apply!
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Applications are now being accepted for the
Summer 1999, Fall 1999, and Spring 2000
Semester in London programs. Don't miss the
excitement of the Fall 1999 semester—come to
London and celebrate the 20th Anniversary of
t the.Semester in l^oadon prjogramlUJ, #> .-,-,.

For more information, or to request
an application, contact the...
JMU Office of International Education
Hillcrest House, 2nd Floor
568-6419, intl_ed@jniu.edu
www.jmu.edu/intl-ed/
I •ii\ >
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Depression: become aware
Contributing writer Allyson Kalevich sheds light on the disease
Henry David Thoreau once these programs is to help alleviate
wrote, "I find it wholesome to potential problems before they become too
be alone the greater part of the overwhelming. Some of these issues, if
time. To be in company, even untreated, can cause depression.
with the best, is soon wearisome and
It is up to you and a counselor to decide
dissipating. I love to be alone."
what treatment options are best. The
Solitude can be very therapeutic for the center encourages students who feel they
mind, body and soul. But for those that may have a problem to call Vamer House
take too much time to be alone, withdraw or stop in during their walk-in hours. It is
from
social
during these hours
situations and
that counselors are
the
lose
present
to answer
What you can
motivation
to
questions
about the
do to help
participate
in
Center
and
suggest
someone deal
activities that
possible
treatment
with
used to make
options relating to
depression:
them
happy,
your situation.
solitude can be a
Many programs are
•Help the depressed person get
very distressful
devised to help deal
time..
appropriate diagnosis and
with issues before they
Depression
treatment. Offer to take them to
become
serious.
does not have to their first counseling session.
"Some people come to
be extreme to be
•Try to understand their situation,
the Center when their
considered
a
be patient, and provide emotional
academic work has
problem. Most of
support.
severely overwhelmed
us that experience
them," Metzinger
'Listen. Sometimes just knowing
such feelings of
says.
Some of the
someone cares helps.
anxiety, sadness
programs
offered deal
•Be available without being overly
and
lethargy
with
things
like time
sympathetic or overly cheerful.
don't
even
management
and
acknowledge its
procrastination that
presence in our
could alleviate certain
lives. The fact is
issues before they
one out of seven people will experience become a big problem, he adds.
some form of depression in their lifetime
Many students who have taken
and all of us will encounter someone close advantage of such programs have left the
to us that is overwhelmed by it. The Center with very positive results. One
disease will overpower millions of student expressed her feelings about the
Americans each year, according to the programs.
National Institute for Health.
"My roommates and I never got along
What exactly is depression? By freshman year. I felt really excluded and
definition, it is a condition that effects a eventually began to feel that the reason
person in such a negative way that they why we could not communicate was a
experience prolonged periods of sadness problem inside me. I hated going home
and distress.
and when I was there I felt extremely
There is no universal list of answers uncomfortable and depressed. The
that can be referred to. There are a few guidance I received from the Center
symptoms that can be looked for if one helped me communicate with my
suspects that they or someone they know roommates better and assisted me in
is inflicted with depression.
dealing with my stress."
How do you know when it is
Sometimes verbalizing a problem is the
depression or just a bad mood? Tom first step in dealing with them.
Metzinger, director of the Counseling and "Verbalizing issues amongst a group of
Student Development Center, says peers that are experiencing the same
depression is characterized by "an wveraH problems you are can be very beneficial,"
change in the way one does things. The Metzinger says.
The Counseling and Student
severity of the changes parallels the
Development Center can help. The Center
severity of the problem."
Metzinger explains, if you notice that a urges students to utilize their experience
close friend that habitually eats healthy when you feel a problem is too personal to
and exercises suddenly becomes discuss with friends or that you need an
unmotivated to work out and takes little objective opinion.'
It is important to remember depression
care in the food they eat, this might be a
sign that they have a problem. It all affects everyone differently. The situations
depends on the personality of each that cause it are unique to each individual.
Traumatizing experiences such as
individual and some signs are less obvious
death
of a loved one, sudden change in
then others.
/
Once a problem is recognized, certain living conditions, rape and sickness can all
treatment options can be utilized. The cause depression. Leaving our families,
Counseling and Student Development friends and regular lifestyles to go to
Center, located in Varner House, offers college can have an extreme effect on our
many treatments. The Center offers emotional well being, according to the
counseling programs in a variety of areas Mental Health Association.
Traumatizing situations that can
including eating disorders, coping with
ultimately cause or exaggerate the effects
grief, rape recovery and self-confidence.
Most of these programs can be one-on- of depression may not always be that
one or group oriented. The purpose of obvious. They can be gradual oh'sutfdfcn '

0

circumstances as simple as a change in
diet. Poor academic standing in a class or
the loss of a close relationship are other
examples. No one is immune to these
conditions, so it is important to remember
that everyone we know can in one way be
effected.
Clinical, or Endogenous Depression,
occurs when an individual's mental
condition cannot be
attributed to the
existence of
traumatic

exercise can be very therapeutic, not only
physically but mentally as well according
to the National Institute for Mental Health.
Many studies show that exercise helps
treat depression is a variety of ways.
Endorphins, which are the body's own
mood-alleviating compounds, are released
during exercise.
Sleep is also important part of our
physical and
——^^^^————— mental health.*
Too
much
alcohol, sugar
or caffeine in
ien
and
the diet can
changes in the
disrupted
brain, use of drugs
sleeping
or alcohol induces
patterns that
this
type
of
can leave us
depression. The
Whitney Sodl lethargic and
consumption of
Health 458 student unmotivated.
alcohol and the use
Though it is
of drugs can also exaggerate a preexisting incredibly difficult to adhere to a strict
condition. According to information sleeping schedule in college, the MHA
released by the Mental Health Association, recommends that we pay attention to
conditions like these can also be warning signs our bodies are showing us .
hereditary. It has been shown that
Depression can affect anyone. There are
individuals with a chronic history of many warning signs before potentially
depression in their family are more likely harmful situations become overwhelming.
If you feel someone you know is overcome
to suffer from it than those who don't.
The environment of a college campus by depression try to always be supportive.
subjects us to many overwhelming and According to informational hand outs
stressful situations each day. According to distributed by the Center, it is important,
the MHA, depressive illnesses effect more that you do not take on the responsibility
young adults than people sometimes of making that person better. You are not
an expert.
realize.
Instead, offer the individual ideas on
"With so many stresses and academic
demands, some college students have how they can receive outside help and
trouble dealing with it all," says Whitney always let them know that you care.
Depression is a
Sodl, one of the
severely
students planning
overwhelming
Depression Education
Some don'ts when dealing with
condition that
Week. We all get
someone who has depression:
cannot be dealt
nervous, overwhelmed
with alone.
and frustrated. The key
If you feel that
is to understand when
•Do not ignore him or her
you or someone
these feelings are
•Do not try to "cheer up" the
you know is
becoming a problem
person
depressed or you
and what we can do to
•Do not criticize or shame the
just want more
get help, she says.
person
information on
Most students at
,
'Do
not sympathize or claim to
the topic, there
JMU are unaware of
feel the same
are
many
the programs offered
•Try not to get
opportunities you
by the school to help
angry with the
can
take
alleviate these sort of
depressed
advantage of.
problems. According
All through this
person
to a study done by the
week there are
Health 458 class
going
to be
Research
and
programs,
Evaluation Committee, ■
exhibits
and
only a minuscule
_ information
amount of the student
GRAPHICS BY TOM SCALA booths on campus
body knows how to
as part of Depression Education Week.
utilize support programs.
Sodl says"Only half of the students The web site for the week's events is
surveyed had any idea a counseling center http://falcon.jmu.edu/~hartzlkm/DEW.htm. It
on campus existed. Out of those students, offers information about the disease and
only one out of four knew where the links to many other helpful sites.
Center was located." With so many
INFORMATION
pressures of college life bombarding us
each day, it is important that we always
The Counseling and Student
know there are people out there that can
Development Center is located in
Vamer House and offers walk-in hours
help she says.
every day. Stop in during these hours o*
If you are not sure if your condition is
call if you have questions about proserious or just a passing mood swing, there
grams and counseling sessions.
are things you can do. Simple things like
chaWge In dietary patterns land regular •

With so many stresses
u?eT. chemiciI
academic demands,
some college students have
trouble dealing with it all."
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NOW AVAILABLE AT PLAN 9!

If you missed it last week, you've
got to come and see where
everyone is going.

See CRACKER Live
at JMU on
OCTOBER 30
Tickets available at Plan 9

Enter to win
a Good Life package
that includes: A free
dinner at Luigi's,
a massage, and
tickets to see Cracker
at JMU on Oct. 30.

NTLEMAN'S BLUES"

$12.99

The place to be is at the beach!
WED.

THURS.

18 & Over
NIGHT

COLLEGE
NIGHT

LADIES
NIGHT

Live DJ

with Q101

Starts at 9:30

$50 Dance
Contest

Best
promotions
guaranteed!

TUES.

Get a free signed CO booklet
and a drink coaster when
you buy Cracker's new CO
"Gentleman's Blues."
Oiler good while supplies last.

TRY BEFORE YOU RUY! • CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!

d£M3

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Son. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9mosi(.(om

433-5895

No cover!

Ladies,
check it out!

DEPRESSION EDUCATION WEEK
Monday - "Dead Poet's Society Grafton-Stovall at 9:00 PM
(FREE SHOW AND FREE POPCORN)
Tuesday - Testimonials and Dr. Warner ISAT Auditorium (Rm 159) at 6:30 PM
Thursday - Alternative Therapies Sooths at UREC Atrium from 3-6 PM
Friday - Happy Hour "Voyage Cycle Reebok" at UREC 5-5:45 PM

CHECK OUT OUR WEB PAGE
falcon.jmu.edu/-hartzlkm/DEW.htm

PlUS.info booths with FREE STUFF (ISAT Post Office Lounge, Zane Showker, and UREC Atrium). Come put a sunshine on
our wall display in the Post Office Lounge!!!

JUSt P.6.V. It!!
The HTH H58 Health Program Planning Class and the Counseling and Student Development Center is working to "Build a Happy
Campus" by promoting the mental health resources available to students on campus. We hope to inform the campus of the
importance of depression and eliminate stereotypes surrounding this illness. Please give us your support. Thank you!
This advertisement is paid for by the Panhelleruc Council
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Dukes overpower Rams
JMU rebounds with 5-0 win over Philadelphia Textile

ROBERT NATThtaff photographer

JMU freshman forward Endre Sohus takes the shot on goal during the Dukes' 5-0 over Philadelphia Textile Saturday. The Dukes are 5-0-1 in the conference and 11-3-1
overall. JMU hosts George Mason University Wednesday night in the Dukes' final regular season home game.

I JASON McINTYRE
senior writer
After a tough 1-0 loss at
unranked
West
Virginia
University Wednesday, the JMU
men's soccer team welcomed the
Philadelphia Textile Rams into
town with open arms.
Dominating the game with
size, speed and skill at every
position, the Dukes shutout the
Rams 5-0 Saturday night at
Reservoir Street Field before a
standing room only Parents'
Night crowd.
"We're starting to get back
into the form we showed at the
beginning of the season," senior
defender Umesh Vemuri said.
"This was a big game for us.
[Philadelphia Textile] is ranked in
the top five of their region and it
was a good way to bounce back
after the loss at WVU. We're getting healthy again."
Sophomore forward Brandon
Wright led the JMU attack
Saturday night, netting two second half goals. He would have
been credited with a third, but
the Dukes' final goal was ruled
ajWJfMPH. ,♦,,...♦.. -

«B»VAVM»WAV/

The 17th-ranked Dukes, lead- Dukes at bay until the 23 minute
Just 11 minutes into the sec- over to tap it in for his third goal
ing the CAA with a 5-0-1 record mark. Brizendine rebounded his ond half, Brizendine and Wright of the night, but the referee said a
(11-3-1 overall) used the game as own shot off senior Ram goalie got ahead of the pack for a two- defender knocked it in, resulting
a tune-up for their big CAA clash Bryan Sullivan andhlasted in his on-one break and Brizendine fed in an own goal and the 5-0 final
with George Mason University ninth goal of the season for a 1-0 Wright, who beat the keeper to score.
Wednesday night at home.
Dukes lead.
his right for a 3-0 lead.
Senior goalkeeper Billy
"Our goal was to get our top
Keeping the pressure on, the
"Brandon Wright and Reggie
DuRoss wasn't tested at all, as the
players back on the field after the Dukes broke through just 13 min- Rivers have given us a huge lift backline of sophomore Ivar
loss at West Virginia," head utes later. Off a comer kick from off the bench this year," Martin Sigurjonsson, Vemuri, Gomes
coach Tom Martin said. "We con- senior
midfielder
Kosta said. "They give us that different and Jokisalo used their size and
trolled the game against WVU, Boumelis, Jokisalo headed in his look that you look for in substi- speed to dominate the smaller
we just couldn't score." Dukes' second goal of the year to push tutes."
Rams. DuRoss was credited with
starting senior defenders Seppo the lead to 2-0. Bournelis was
The tandem stuck just four one save on the way to earning
Jokisalo and Isham Gomes didn't credited with his sixth assist on minutes later, this time, with
the shutout.
make the trip to WVU; they both the season, second on the team.
Brizendine firing a pass ahead to
The Dukes close out the CAA
stayed home nursing __
_ Wright, who knifed between season Wednesday night at home
injuries. Also in that game
two defenders and again beat against GMU, a game which
senior Mike Brizendine,
the goalie to his right for a 4-0 looms large in terms in the CAA
sophomore Niki Budalich
advantage.
championship tournament seedand Wright weren't at 100
Wright now leads the ings.
percent, playing only half
y>
team with 10 goals on the
"Mason will be a tough game
the game.
year.
and it's an important one."
"We were trying to use
"Brandon has a lot of Martin said. "Hopefully this win
Tom Martin confidence this year," Vemuri will give us the confidence we
this
game
[against
JMU men's soccer head coach said. "We all have faith in
Philadelphia Textile] to try
need. Mason beat us last year, so
and get our best 11 back on
what he can do with the abili- it should be a good game."
the field," Martin said. "This
The score stood at halftime, ties he has."
Vemuri said, "It's going to
game was a test to see if our play- and as the Dukes had outshot the
The Dukes' fifth goal of the take our best effort of the season
ers were back at full strength."
Rams 10-3.
game came when Brizendine against Mason. A lot is at stake. If
The Dukes, undefeated at
The second half was more of ripped a shot from the upper left we win, we will get the #1 seed
home this year at 7-0, took a little the same, as JMU kept the pres- of the penalty box that beat the in the conference tournament and ,
longer than usual to get on the sure on the out manned Rams goalie, but didn't have enough get to play the winner of the
board. The Rams, playing with 10 and Brizendine teamed with mustard to make it into the net.
play-in game."
men.ba.cJs Were able to keep .the Wright for.twp.goaJs.. ,...f,¥ f f WytfiJ appeared,ft haye.r^e
♦ . .Tte ^™ beflnsat7 p.m.

This game was a test
to see if our players were
back at full strength.

WAV,

AVAV

v. WAV

"ttVAV^Av.«M
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Transfer Students

Honor Council • Disability Services • Student Success Office • Readings Writing labs • Media Relations

Did you lose credit when you transferred General
Psychology or Life-Span Human Development to JMU?

CXO

Students, Faculty, Staff and Visitors:
as

Credit is now available to students who completed these courses at other institutions
before starting at JMU if credit was previously lost due to our transfer policy. This

Please join ui in celebrating our new facility
serving JMU students
E
O

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

WILSON
LEARNING

It's about options.
It's about service.
It's about learning.
It's about convenience.
It's about sood advice.
It's about time!

CENTER
-SO

|
fc3
a-*
ra

xs

.=
•a

na
cc

^ ^ Tuesday, Oct. 27
- - Wilson Hall
it 3:00 - 5:00 pm
l

change in policy will benefit:
•
Students who completed a 4-6 credit General Psychology or Life-Span Human
Development course, but only received 3 credits from JMU.
•
Students who completed only 3 credits of a 6 credit General Psychology or Life-Span
Human Development course, and did not receive any credit from JMU.
Lost credits will be awarded as Psyc 002, which will count towards graduation only.
Psyc 002 will not satisfy Psychology Major, Minor, or General Education requirements.
Credits will NOT be awarded automatically. You will need to request a re-evaluation
of your transfer courses. The Records Offices in Wilson and Warren Halls has a form
for you to complete to request a reevaluation of your previous coursework.

Lots of Goodies & Door Prizes!

Supplemental Instruction • Academic Advising & Career Development • Leadership, Service and Transitions

Yep. flats Low we

t

The similarities are kind of uncanny: strength, pride, respect. But as they say, when you're a leader, certain things
just come with the territory. At PLATINUM technology,
we've moved to the front of the pack in the I.T. industry by
providing superior software products and consulting services that enhance the performance of our clients' I.T. infrastructures. By doing so, our customers are able to leverage valuable business information and make better decisions. Which is why,; time and time again,
major corporations look to us for wise and confident solutions.

Isn't it time that your talents helped lead the way?
Depending on your skills and interests, you can explore exciting career opportunities in any one
of our facilities across the country.

We are seeking professionals to join us in the following role:

Information Management Consultants
If you are majoring in
MIS • Systems Engineering • Computer Science • Information
Management • Information Technology

if

we would like to talt to you!
/

We'll be conducting interviews on campus
NOVEMBER 2.
For the location of the Information Session
the evening of NOVEMBER 1,
visit the career placement office.

I
1

PLATINUM technology
...because it's a jungle out there.

%

^

At PLATINUM technology, inc., you'll be in good company. We not only have exceptionar4)enefits
but we also offer tuition reimbursement, and the freedom and flexibility to be your own leader.
If you are unable to visit us on campus, please submit your resume in the following manner:
For U.S. Mail/Fax please use 12 point font with minimal use of bullets, italics, underlining
and bolding. For e-mail/Internet, please use ASCII
format. PLATINUM technology, inc., Attn: Staffing Services-Code: CJMADUSSF8, 1815 S.
Meyers Rd., Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181. Fax:
800-655-9987 E-mail: staffing@platinum.com
PLATINUM is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer, rich in diversity.
For additional employment opportunities at PLATINUM technology, inc., please
visit our website at www.platinum.com

PLATINUM
TECHNOLOGY
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Dukes slip past Nittany Lions 1-0
I ANDREW TUFTS
contributing writer
Throughout the majority of the 1998
women's soccer season, the Perm State
University Nittany Lions usually left the
soccer field with their chins up and their
confidence on Cloud Nine. The only
blemishes on their record were a tie and
one loss, which explains their position
as the seventh-ranked team in the
country.
Sunday, JMU was given the
opportunity to slay the giant and they
didn't upset the Parents' Weekend
crowd as the Dukes beat the Nittany
Lions 1-0.

JMU

1

Penn St. 0
The Dukes had confidence coming in
and certainly were not intimidated by
the Lions.
"We have a really good rivalry [with
Penn State]," senior midfielder Liz
Lawler said. "We always come out and
play when we see them, so we weren't
scared of them."
Right from the opening kickoff, the
Dukes stood toe to toe with the Lions.
Led by senior forward Lisa Cioffi, the
offense began a barrage of shots on the
Penn State defense, most of which were
saved by freshman goalie Emily
Oleksiuk (0.82 goals against average).
She held Cioffi and her offensive
counterparts in check for the first 15
minutes.
Oleksiuk was not invincible and
freshman defender Beth McNamara saw
her as invisible. McNamara, waiting
patiently from 25 yards out, fired a
rocket at the goal that sailed just over
the crossbar. That did not disappoint
her, because she launched a similar shot
moments later, at 27:55, that fit nicely in,
the top right corner of the goal for a 1-0
lead. This turned out to be all the Dukes
would need.
"The whole team came out to play
today," senior midfielder Jodi Jacoby
said. "It was a total team effort and we
were just winning 50/50 balls all over
the field."
The first half ended with an offensive
attack by PSU, which was halted by the
JMU defense and senior goalkeeper
Beth Manghi. She kept that trend
throughout the second half as well.
Penn State's junior forward Kelly
Convey tested Manghi constantly, but
each time it ended with a similar result
— a great save by Manghi. Manghi
finished the game with seven saves,
while Oleksiuk had six.
JMU's offense continued to apply
pressure in the second half and Cioffi
was again the leader with multiple
passes across the goal mouth that were
engulfed by goalie Oleksiuk. She was
aided by senior forward Lauren Stritzl,
who provided a lift off the bench and
was responsible for many of the Dukes'
offensive attacks.
The final three, minutes of action were

DYLAN BOUCHERLE//»fo>/« editor

JMU senior Therese Wolden hustles after the ball during the Dukes' 1-0 shutout victory over Penn State yesterday. Wolden
leads the Dukes with 26 points. She has nine goals and eight assists this season.

typical of the entire game, with shots
traded by both sides. Perm State's Kelly
Convey again tested Manghi, but her
shot hit the top bar and deflected away
from the goal. Cioffi must have liked
that shot, because she answered with a
shot of her own at the opposite end that
hit the goal post as well. She again tried
to nail the Lions' coffin shut, but her
shot missed.
Fortunately, the goal was not needed
as the horn sounded -to .give the Dukes. .

the 1-0 upset. According to JMU coach
Dave Lombardo, the win typified the
season.
"We've been erratic. We've
underachieved in games that we were
clearly the better team," Lombardo said.
"Then we can come out and play with
the top teams in the country. We need to
sort some stuff out before the CAA
tournament."
The Dukes' record improved to 11-6-1
on the season, while they, knocked Penn.

State down to 14-2-1. They will next play
the ninth-ranked College of William &
Mary on Senior Day, which is Saturday
at 1 p.m. The Dukes then enter the CAA
Tournament, which starts Nov. 3.
STATISICS:
Goalkeeping — JMU-Beth Manghi, 7
saves, 0 GA, 90:00. PENN St.- Emily
Oleksiuk, 6 saves, 1 GA, 90:00
Shots on Goal — Penn State 13, JMU 14
Comer kicks — Penn State 4r JMU 6

Tke Breeze
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2061-F Evelyn Byrd Ave.
(Behind Valley Mall)
Harrisonburg
(540)432-3699

GMAT • GRE • LSAT • MCAT • NCLEX

WIN
A FREE
KAPLAN
COURSE!

NFL Football

MfinJta<Y

Free Taco Bar @ halftime
No Cover Charge

'Jd
m&aCty

NTN Trivia
No Cover Charge

edneZaOy Ladies Night!

i No Cover with JAC!

,

Open Stage
s e(

Uft^flfiV h° t l by Scott Murray

/

r

Jc0

No Cover Charge
Hip Hop
Dance Party

Valued at up to $1099! Offer good at any Kaplan Center—NATIONWIDE!

Purchase raffle tickets outdside the commons
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23-FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6

I
HALLOWEEN
W COSTUME PARTY!

Raffle to benefit JMU's AEA Chapter

entertainment by
"Rocktown"
prizes for best costume

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com

DAT • OAT • PSAT • SAT • VCAT
N

t

n

I

u

t

We want you to know.

What you'll see will raise

Asian, Middle Eastern or Slavic

By its very nature, what we do as a key

your eyebrows.

(except Russian)

member of the Intelligence Community

Imagine working with over-the-horizon

requires a high degree of

technologies, including those that won't

confidentiality. We gather intelligence

come into commercial mainstream use

from foreign electronic signals for U.S.

for many years. Couple this with the

government decision makers at the

importance of the work we do at the

highest levels; at the same time, we try .

NSA (work that enhances the nation's

to prevent our adversaries from gaining

security and the safety of every citizen)

You may qualify if you and your
immediate family members are U.S.

minimum GPA for Engineers is 3.0. You
must also successfully complete a

challenging and compelling...and

clearance. (We suggest applying at least

ultimately, so much more rewarding. If

six to eight months before you would like,

you are a Graduating College Senior, we

to begin your NSA career.) Send your

invite you to explore our opportunities

resume and detailed letter of interest

in the following degree areas:

to: National Security Agency, Job Code:

peer into our world...to capture a

•Computer Science

AZU, P.O. Box 8787, Gaithersburg, MD

glimpse of the dedication, the

• Computer Engineering

20898. Equal Opportunity Employer.

environments, the challenges, and the

• Electrical Engineering

NSA is committed to cultural diversity in

special people that define the NSA as a

• Mathematics

its workplace. Positions open to U.S.

unique career destination.

• Language Studies —

citizens only.

accomplishing these two objectives—
and to meet our increasingly complex
role in today's changing world—we

YOUR

must have at least a 2.75 GPA, and the

background investigation and security

communications. As a part of

FOR

citizens. Computer Science majors

and you have a career that is both

access to our own vital U.S.

n

regularly invite select applicants to

ONLY
...AND YOUR
IMAGINATION,
YOUR CREATIVITY,
YOUR AMBITIONS,
YOUR FUTURE.
WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS!
INFO SESSION: WED. OCT. 28
TAYLOR HALL, ROOM 306, 6-7PM

CONTACT YOUR
PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR DETAILS.
OR BROWSE: www.nsa.gov

National

Security

Agency.

The

Science

of

Intelligence.

Explore it.
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Yanks rule; Skins don't
I was finally able to sit down
and write this because the
Washington Redskins thankfully
had a bye yesterday. I know
much has been said and written
about this, so I'll let it all slide,
but it was nice to not have to
painfully stare at the television
and watch the carnage.
And carnage it is. For diehard Redskin fans and I will
sheepishly admit I am one,
watching the 'Skins each week is
like passing a twisted and gruesome car wreck on the highway.
You know it's going
to be nasty. You know
you're probably going
to see something that
you don't want to see.
You know something
will probably give you
nightmares, but you
look anyway. By the
way, that is not to say
that I dream about Gus
Freotte.
Honestly, I can say that I've
only got this feeling from watching the Redskins in '98. JMU football isn't close to being like this,
and I'm not just saying that
because the Dukes pulled out a
win Saturday. Watching the best
2-6 I-AA team in action makes
one wonder when the Duke Dog
is going to ride out at Jack Kent
Cooke Stadium leading the
charge on a motorcycle.
Speaking of motorcycles, who
knew the Duke Dog was so talented? That's just plain special,
riding a motorbike while wearing
an over-sized, furry Dog suit.
Sure, that's a talent maybe I'm
not running out to learn, but that
doesn't really matter.
Anyway, this fall really is a
good time to be a Dukes' fan.

Really. At various points this season, the JMU field hockey, men's
soccer and cross-country team
have all been nationally-ranked.
The Dukes' volleyball team is
tops in the CAA, and the women's soccer team has a more then
reasonable shot to win the CAA
Tournament.
Why do I point all this out? A
good question, but one that's
pretty obvious. With/the football
team struggling, I've heard a lot
of negative comments about JMU
sports. Quite a bit actually, and

the fact is the comments couldn't
be further from the truth.
Speaking of good teams, a
conversation really can't go on
without mentioning the, the, the
freaking New York Yankees.
I hate the Yankees, hate them
more than I hate the annoying
Micro Machine man, but if no one
admits this Yankee team was
great, well, they are probably a
Red Sox fan.
I saw that the ratings for this
year's World Series was one of
the lowest ever. I guess that's just
a direct result of the Yankees'
dominance throughout he season.
The nation didn't feel the need to
tune in, and why not they figured. The Yanks would win.
By not tuning in, fans missed
watching Tony Gwynn make per-

haps his final and most lasting
impression on the game. Gwynn
kept whatever Padres' hopes
there were afloat by hitting .500
and quietly coming through, just
as he has during his entire career.
Fans who didn't tune in
missed the coronation of the
Yankees. It makes me literally
sick to say this, but on display for
everyone to see in the October
Classic was the absolute team
play of the Yanks.
Unfortunately, there were
many who didn't feel that it was
necessary to see it. That
is just sad. Not because
people don't want to
watch baseball, but
because it shows that
people are so quick to
take something for
granted.
Why does something
have to be shocking or
Jerry Springer-ish controversial to grab the
nation's attention? If Mark
McGwire hits 71 homers next
season, will the home run race be
virtually ignored? It wouldn't
surprise me if it was.
The fact is, the Yankees run to
the title was nothing short of
incredible. Whether these Yanks
are the best ever, we probably
will never know. Expansion and
other factors have to be accounted for, but there can be no denial
that these guys are good.
Those who tuned in saw that.
They saw a team at the top of its
game in its finest moment. Those
who missed out to watch "Spin
City" may never have the
opportunity to see something like
that again.
They missed out and they
should have tuned in.

Golfers in action at JMU
I
AMOSGUINAN
contributing writer

The JMU women's golf team
came into the weekend with high
hopes of winning on their home
course in the JMU Invitational in
Staunton. Unfortunately, the
combined pressure of being the
host team and playing in front of
their parents (who were here as a
result of the Parents' Weekend
festivities) proved to be too
much.
The Lady Dukes ended the
.weekend with a 645 total score
and an eighth place finish out of
17 total teams. Eventual winner
Yale University shot a combined
622 total.
Team Captain Julie Russum
led the Dukes with a two-day
total of 155 (79-76) and finished
in sixth place overall. Russum
has been on quite a tear recently,
placing fourth and fifth overall in
the two tournaments leading up

to this weekend's event. Despite
her success, Russum was
disappointed with her team's
finishing position.
"I'm happy that I played well,"
Russum said, "but I'm down
because the team placed eighth."
If there is one determining
factor for the Dukes' troubles
over the weekend, age would
likely be it. The Dukes' "A" team
is comprised of four sophomores
and one junior (Russum) and
head coach Jeff Forbes recognizes
that they are one of the youngest
teams in the CAA.
"We're one of the youngest, if
not the youngest out of the teams
that we play a lot," Forbes said, "I
thought we had a good shot to
win it."
The Lady Dukes did not use
their age as an excuse, however.
They blame only themselves for
the poor results.
"This was definitely a
tournament that we wanted to
win," Russum said, "but we put
.mil tilUUUillUUii

too much pressure on ourselves."
Forbes' optimism for his team
over the weekend was partly
based on the advantage they held
in playing on their home course.
The Country Club of Staunton,
with a 5,879 yard spread for the
tournament, is one of the longer
courses which teams in the CAA
play and the greens can be
extremely tough.
"We had an advantage,"
Forbes
said,
"especially
considering the greens at
Staunton . . . they're fast, and
they have contours which we're
used to. We didn't quite use that
advantage this time."
Under such conditions, one
would expect the scores not to
get too low, Unfortunately, Yale
had other ideas.
"I thought 640 (total team
score) would win ... I had no
idea anyone would get down
around 622," Forbes said.
see GOLF page 28

DYLAN BOUCHtRLE/phorf editor
Sophomore tailback Delvin Joyce breaks through the defense.

Dukes hold on
FOOTBALL, from page 1

stellar offensive line play to pull out a
win
"It feels real good," senior Tony
Booth said. "That celebration in the
locker room. The guys got smiles on
their faces."
The celebration would not have
been possible if the defense had not
been able to come up with some big
plays.
With the Dukes holding a 34-28
lead with two minutes remaining in
the game, UM quarterback Mickey
Fein, who had been on fire, completing 31-52 passes for 342 yards and two
touchdowns, attempted to lead UM to
victory. With no time-outs, Fein completed seven/passes to bring Maine to
the JMU 3Syard line with 15 seconds
left
Three times, Fein hoisted the ball
in the end-zone and each time it landed incomplete, with Booth and Mike
Masella leaping out of a throng in die
left comer to bat the ball down
"I wish I had some oxygen,"
Keaton said about watching the last
drive from the sidelines. "Every time
the ball went up, it took my breath
away."
- Instead, it was Keaton who left the
Bears reaching for air. Keaton piled up
146 yards and scored three touchdowns, tying a JMU single game
record.
"The offensive line did a great
job," Keaton said.
The Bears lead the A-10 with 30
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sacks, but the Dukes' offensive line
did not allow UM a sack all dayr
The frustration came through for
UM early in the third quarter when
Maddox was hit after the play and
suffered a concussion. He was
replaced by Chris Paquette.
The Dukes' offense got moving
early, as Maddox hit receiver
Earnest Payton for a 49-yard bomb
to give JMU a 7-0 lead in the first
quarter. A Keaton TD run and a
Lindsay Fleshman 14-yard touchdown pass sandwiched around a
Black Bear touchdown gave the
Dukes a 21-19 lead at the half. Then,
Maddox went down and UM
scored on a Royston English twoyard run after receiver Drew
O'Connor made some big plays.
OConnor was the man for UM,
as he went head to head with Booth
in a titanic battle. Booth was forced
to move to corner back for the first
time since 1995, when Mark Coates
went down with a knee injury.
"It was a great experience,"
Booth said. "We were going at it"
With the Dukes leading 27-25
early in the fourth quarter and UM
driving once again, JMU strong
safety Anthony Little made a huge
defensive play. O'Connor snagged
a Fein pass and was leveled by
Little. The ball popped loose where
Cliff Wimbush picked it up for
JMU. Keaton scored four minutes
later to seal the win.
"We made plays," Booth said.

immmm
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James McHone Jewelry

Halloween Headquarters

proudly supports

Azn

and their efforts to
raise money for the
Michael Matthew Brown
. Scholarship Fund by
see-sawing continuously
for one week.

Costume
Accessories
• Makeup
• Wigs
• Masks

Costume
Rental

433-1833

For donation information, contact
Denise at 433-3593.

75 Court Square

Glen's Fair Price Store

187 N. Main St. • Harrisonburg

434-8272

It's not too late to go to
PARIS

in the Spring!
JMU Golf
GOLF, from page 27

The loss was especially painful for the
Dukes, simply because it came in their
own backyard.
"There's more pride because you're
on your own course," Forbes said. "There
are lots of teams coming and you want to
go in and beat a lot of the these teams
mat we see often."
The loss is one that the Dukes will not
have the opportunity to soon forget as
they now take a break from action.
The Dukes will not see competition
again until March 1st when they will
travel down to Pinehurst, N.C. for the
Charleston Invitational.
"Overall, we had a pretty good fall,"
Forbes said.
The men's team also competed in the
JMU Invitational this weekend. They
playd at the Wintergreen Resort in
Nellysford.
The Dukes finished seventh out of the
12 competing teams. JMU shot a 305 in
both rounds to finish 34-over par. Seton
Hall University won the championship
with a five-over par 581.
Junior Shane Foster had the best individual finish for the Dukes. Foster carded
a 147 over the two rounds to finish fourover par and eight strokes behind champion Mike Costigan of Seton Hall.
Senior Faber Jameson shot a firstround 73 and a second-round 76 (149
totalj to finish 11th overall and second
among the Dukes.
i i i « ii fffl 11'iii ilMVIftWrirl

A few spaces are still available for; the JMU Semester in Paris
program for Spring 1999. Don't miss this opportunity to live
in one of the most fascinating cities in the world!
Available courses:
Art History
French Conversation
French Civilization
French History
French Theater
Music
International Economics
ii

!■

ii

m

For more information contact:
Dr. Robert Horn
Director, Semester in Paris
568-3219, hornrn@jmu.edu
or
International Education
568-6419, intl cd@jmu.edu
Ml

A
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VOLLEYBALL

SWIMMING & DIVING

The Dukes fell to the American University
Eagles 3-1 Saturday. The Eagles are 19-5
overall and 6-1 in the CAA. JMU still holds a
slim lead in the CAA, as the Dukes are 7-1 in
the conference and 15-5 overall.
Junior outside hitter Lindsay Coliingwood
had a team-high 16 kills with five errors on 44
attempts. Junior Taryn Kirk was 11-21 with
two errors for a .429 hitting percentage.
The Dukes defeated George Mason
University Friday 3-0.

CLUB VOLLEYBALL
The JMU women'sclub volleyball team won
the University of Maryland tournament
Saturday.
The Dukes defeated Maryland, North
Carolina State University and American
University in two games and then defeated
Maryland in three games to win the title.

MARINE CORPS MARATHON
Sophomore Keily Hannon finished the
1998 Marine Corps Marathon in Washington,
D.C., with a chip time of five hours, 27 minutes and five seconds. She was the 11283rd
person to finish the 26.2 mile race. Sixteenthousand people registered for the marathon.

FIELD HOCKEY
JMU (11-8) was downed by the seventhranked University of Maryland 3-2 in College
Park, Md. yesterday.
Seniors Tara Nappi and Nicole Gaudette
scored for the ninth-ranked Dukes.

JMU's men's swimming and diving team
defeated East Carolina University 129-114
yesterday at Savage Natatorium.
Senior Adam Prem finished first in the 50yard freestyle with a time of 21.54. Prem won
the 100-meter freestyle (47.15) as well. He
was also part of JMU's 400-meter relay that
earned first honors (3:31.35). Senior Paul
Oehling won the 500-meter freestyle
(4:42.13) and senior Cliff Parker was victorious in the 200-meter individual medley in
1:56.03.
The women's team lost their season opener
— and first meet under new head coach
Gwynn Evans — to ECU 137-106.
Freshman Shannon Smiley set a school
and pool record in the 1000-meter freestyle
with a time of 10:12.78. Smiley also won the
500-meter freestyle (5:03.14). Sophomore
Megan Fenn set a new pool record in the
200-meter individual medley with a time of
2:10.09. Sophomore Samantha Smith won
the 200-meter breaststroke (2:24.70) and
junior Anitra Kass finished first in the 3-meter
diving competition (218.025).

FIELD HOCKEY
1998 STX/NFHCA Div. I Poll Oct.20
Team

Record

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Old Dominion (14-2)
Virginia (11-3)
Connecticut (14-2)
Princeton (11-1)
North Carolina (9-4)
Boston College (12-2)
Penn State (11-4)
Maryland (11-5)
9. JMU (10-7)
10. Michigan (12-3)
11. Delaware (12-3)
12. Northeastern (8-6)
13. Duke (8-6)
14. Ball State (10-4)
15. Boston U. (9-5)
16. Wake Forest (9-6)
17. Massachusetts (10-5)
18. Ohio State (10-4)
19. Yale (9-2)
20. Rutgers (8-6)

Points
100
91
88
85
75
72
70
70
59
57
51
50
37
35
30
21
20
18
14
. 4

NCAA men's poll released Oct. 26
Team
Points
1. Stanford
2. Arkansas
3. Oregon
4. Colorado
5. Arizona
6. North Carolina State
7. Michigan
8. Providence
9. Oklahoma State
10. Michigan State
11. lona College
12. Georgetown
13. Wisconsin
14. Central Michigan
15. BYU
16. Montana
17. Missouri
18. Minnesota
19. William & Mary
20. JMU

New England Division
Team
A-10
Connecticut
3-1
Massachusetts 3-1
Maine
3-3
New Hampshire 2-4
Rhode Island
1-3

Overall
6-1
5-2
4-4
3-6
2-5

Mid-Altantic Division
Team
A-10
Richmond
4-1
William & Mary 4-2
Northeastern
3-3
Villanova
3-3
Delaware
2-2
JMU
1-4

388
367
350
335
318
296
283

261
249
239
205
204

191
165
149

119
101
92
77

Overall

6-2
6-2
5-3
3-4
5-2
2-6

.N

TH LEADERSHIP EDUCATION!
The fFRa'CX to being successful is
strong LEADERSHIP skills.
The TREWT is that you can gain these skills
through programs offered at JMU, ,
Get information about the valuable programs offered by LEAD and
the Center for Leadership, Service and Transitions!
Get into the Halloween spirit with FREE CANDY!
Stop by the mailroom in Warren Hall, Thursday Oct. 29 and Friday Oct. 30 from 10-3.
, < i
■>;:'■'•
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396

ATLANTIC 10

WOMEN'S TENNIS
JMU's top two doubles teams won the Old
Dominion University Invitational yesterday.
Sheri Puppo and Lauren Dalton won the
"A" bracket with an 8-2 win over the
University of Richmond. Freshman Elizabeth
Simon and sophomore Amy Fowler won the
"B" bracket with an 8-4 win in the finals.
Freshman Kati Enscoe won the "D" singles
consolation round.

CROSS COUNTRY
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TOWN & CAMPUS
RECORDS
20 W. Water St., Downtown Harrisonburg
Mon.-Sat. 10-8 p.m., Sun. 12-5 p.m.
Open tonight
at Midnight
for New Release
Sale

433*5550
CaM for directlons

Formerly Awful Arthurs
Same Owner/New Name

^^££
^^^T

Free Appetizers at Halftime
Monday Night Football

PHISH

R.E.M
Dru Hill
Afghan Whigs
P.M. Dawn
Dream Theater
(2 CD-live)

1
J

Crab Legs Nite

Clam Night $7.95/doz.

Jimmy 0
Tuesday Night

25t Oysters!

Thursday Night

Junk Food Buddha

Shake Acoustic
Wednesday Night

Friday Night

Come in for Jerry Springer, 5-6 p.m.,
Specials for every punch!
• Weekend Entertainment
Come in and pick up the entertainment calenc
• Huge Sandwich Menu
All You Can Eat Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99
• All Legal Beverages
30 W. Water St., Harrisonburg, 433-9874

• 7 Days a Week-11 a.m.-2 a.m.

Pras

SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

The GW Program Board presents

^ BLUES ^

An Evening With

-#

Cs
3rd Floor Marvin Center, 800 21st SfAJW

with The Tragically Hip

$10 Open to <SW students & Friends

Wednesday, November 18

Please being in any clothing, blankets of non-perishable
food items to support a Clothing and Food Drive

Smith Center Doors @ 8pm Show @ 9pm
$15 GW Students $25 Gen. Public
(MOUfllft DOAfu

Tickets jAvailible ai all Ticketmaster Locations.

Tickets available NOW
@-all Ticketmaster locations
For more info call 202-994-7313 or email GWPBC" nwu.edu

*•**•" U-«
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HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Oct 26). If you focus
on learning this year, you'll surprise even
yourself. You'll gain mastery of a difficult
subject, but perseverance is required.
Romance is best with an old friend, and your
work is a challenge. Following your destiny
lakes you up against a barrier, but don't fret.
You can find a secret pathway around it.

tomorrow, if you know where, to look. Read up
on the subject Travel beckons Wednesday and
Thursday, though work interferes. Make plans,
but don't go yet. You could get a career break
on Friday, and another on Saturday from an
unexpected source. So look sharp. The party
may be Saturday night, but you'll play all day
Sunday too. You need the break.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a 7
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
— A partner's got a great idea today and an
even better one tomorrow. Encourage the
Aries (March 21-ApriI 19) — Today is a other's creativity and you prosper too. Do
5 — Follow orders quickly and precisely paperwork to get money on Wednesday and
today and tomorrow. The action will he fast Thursday, and try to get off early Friday. Your
and furious, and there won't be time to argue. chances are good. Travel through Saturday
There's more room for discussion on looks fine, especially by water. Follow orders
. Wednesday or Thursday. Put your two cents' Sunday to save yourself some trouble.
worth in then. Listen more than you talk on
Friday and Saturday if you want to make Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 5 —
points, and watch your.back on Sunday.
The workload is tough today and tomorrow but
don't complain. By Wednesday and Thursday,
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- Today is you'll have the help you need, especially if you
an 8 — Travel with a partner or plan your next set it up that way. Don't leave anything to
vacation today and tomorrow.' At least have chance. Friday and Saturday are good days to
dinner at a foreign restaurant. Everyone's get the money, and also the attention. On
cantankerous on Wednesday and Thursday, Sunday, travel looks good once your
even you. Take it slowly, and try not to give roommate's needs have been met.
up much ground. Friends rescue you on Friday
and Saturday. You can goof off then, but Virgo (Aug. 23-SepL 22) — Today is an*
scurry to keep up with obligations Sunday.
— You're intensely passionate today and
tomorrow, and very lucky in love. That'll be
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today is a fun. Make decisions at work on Thursday and
9 — The money is available today and Friday to streamline your procedures. Saturday

is good for talking things over with a partner,
and Sunday is best for taking a calculated risk.
The longer you calculate, the less you're at risk.
Libra (Sept 23-Oct. 23) — Today is a
4— Put money into household items today and
tomorrow. It's a good investment An attractive
admirer is impressed with your taste on
Wednesday and Thursday, especially if you've
planned ahead. You're very creative Friday and
Saturday, but work is still required. Relax on
Sunday by letting your mate make all the
decisions.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a 7
— The sun is in Scorpio and the moon is in
Capricorn. Practice new skills today and
tomorrow to advance in your career. Watch out
for technical' difficulties at home on
Wednesday and Thursday. Romance blossoms
Friday and Saturday with an old favorite.
Passions are intense on Sunday. Be careful not
to get burned.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — Today is
a 6 — You're in a practical mood today and
tomorrow so make buying decisions. A secret
source is your best bet. Study the issues
carefully Wednesday and Thursday before
making decisions. Consequences could be hard
to change later. Have the party at your house
Friday and go trick-or-treating together. You'll
all want to travel this weekend, and why not?

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan. 19) — Today is
a 9 — You're strong today and tomorrow, and
friends heed your advice. Make an investment
Wednesday or Thursday in a dream you've
long held hidden. It's just a question of saving
your money; that's something you can make
happen. Your curiosity is overwhelming Friday
and Saturday with many delightful surprises in
store. Stick close to home on Sunday to
recuperate.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today is a
5 — You're under pressure today and
tomorrow and it's pointless to resist Go along*
with the program. You're stronger Wednesday
and Thursday. Put in your corrections then.
Ask for more money on Friday, so you can
spend more on Saturday. Keep an open mind
on Sunday and you'll learn a lot.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today is a
7 — Your friends provide iaspiration today and
tomorrow, but you may wish you had a map
Wednesday and Thursday to find your way
through a maze. By Friday, you're in the clear
again, and you look marvelous through
Saturday. Buy yourself a special treat on
Sunday just for the fun of it.

-Tribune Media Services

SOAP OPERA UPDATES
All My Children

get Taylor and Pierce together. Brooke is
rushing to tell Pierce that Bailey has Taylor
under hypnosis, but when she gets to the office,
Pierce thanks her for encouraging him to go for
Taylor. Finally Brooke tells Pierce all about
Bailey. Ridge tells Bailey that Pierce won't
ever have Taylor.

Dixie and Tad share some good times but they
aren't quite sure what their future holds. She
hauls off and hits him when he says his
sleeping with Liza was not the only reason they
broke up. They are to meet on the roof of a
hotel in 24 hours if they want a life together.
Ryan tells David to back off from Gillian.
Days of Our Lives
Another World

Austin is glad Carrie agreed to signing those
guardianship papers. Mike and Ali play this
strange Doctor/Head Nurse routine and they get
quite steamy in the process. Nancy lets Carrie
know about Ali being a possible selection for
head nurse. Carrie is concerned that this could
affect Mike's position. Lexie has the same
feelings. Meanwhile, Craig tells Ali to do
whatever it takes to get that job.

Donna gets a message to Tryone that she wants
to go to the ball. Lila has this strange dream
that she is Cinderella. The next thing you
know, a limo from the Pumpkin Coach Service
arrives carrying a gown to lake Lila to that ball.
She gets there and hears Matt and Sofia talking
about getting married. She goes postal and Zak
gets Matt to take her home. Of course, he'll
stay at the ball with Sofia.
General Hospital

As the World Turns
Emily gets Molly to go tell Margo about her
alhged pregnancy. Naturally, Molly complies
and gives the news to Margo. Margo tosses
Tom out Later, Molly tells Andy that Emily is
faking her pregnancy. Andy, tips Tom off that
Emily is faking the pregnancy.

The Bold and the Beautiful
Since Bailey believes that Brooke is in love
with Ridge, he tells her what he's been doing to

iastead of him. Ben goes totally postal over her
decision. He can't believe it's happening to
him. Ross isn't quite dealing with their reunion
too well. Ross believes Blake returned for the
sake of the kids. Blake goes to see Dinah to see
if she can get through to Ross. Dinah agrees to
talk to Ross on Blake's behalf. Harlcy freaks
when she discovers Ten wants Frank. She tells
Teri that Frank is happy with Eleni and urges
her to back off.
One Life to Live

Nora and Sam talk about her need to get
pregnant. She docs not want Bo to realize she
lied about being pregnant Nora wants Sam to
help her get pregnant. Sam thinks she's lost all
of her marbles about now. He does offer to help
her get pregnant and now she is concerned that
this could potentially destroy her relationship
with Sam and Bo. He urges her to just trust
him. Lindsay catches on that something is up
Stefan and Laura run into trouble in the with Nora and Sam. She goes to Sam's and
weather department They are stuck in a storm sees the two together.
and Stefan likes it Stefan tells Laura that Luke
let her down by taking off. Laura is holding Port Charles
onto the fact that Luke will return. Carly and
Bobbie grow close as Carly asks Bobbie if she Lee is grilling Scott. The evidence points to
loves her. Bobbie says she does. Bobbie Eve and Scott is trying hard to dodge the
attempts to encourage Carly not to be too questions. He eventually has his hands tied and
hopeful about Jason. Carly doesn't listea
is forced to admit that Chris and Eve provided
phony alibis. He also says he hid evidence from
Guiding Light
that Devlin murder scene. He admits
concealing that the bracelet was found near the
Ben freaks when Blake decides she wants Ross body. Lucy hits the stand next Lee forces Lucy

to corroborate much of what Scott said. She.
says she heard Eve and Chris plotting their
alibis. Julie is looking good, but the heat is
definitely on for Chris and Eve.
Sunset Beach
Maria is abducted from the hospital by two
guys. Ricardo*and Ben are out searching for
her. Ricardo has a problem about Ben declaring
Maria dead just so he could trot down the aisle
with Meg. They get to Maria, and Meg later
sees Ben on the beach with Maria. That
wouldn't have been too bad in itself, but Maria
was declaring her love for Ben. Meg tosses a
fine china plate later and sobs to Joan. Casey
and Sara stop by and she acts as though nothing
is wrong.

The Young & the Restless
Ryan comes to get Phillip as Nina is heading
off to her writer's cdnference. Nina runs into
Phillip's coach, who is an English teacher very
interested in Nina's writing. Chris tosses Nina a
journal to record the memories of her trip.
Malcolm wants to know what happened when
he and Callic broke up. He thinks she does not
care, but Callie claims'the break up was
engineered by her dad She said she loved him.
Nikki and Brad share a cocktail and remember
old times. She wants to know what brings him
to Genoa City.
-Tribune Media Services
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AMtiwraaQF Strafed

Hollywood
Nails

A full set of Acr> lie Nails

$19*

w/ I \< ('aid
rench Manicure or \\ hite \ir Brush Included!
(S29 Regular)
You Ml s I proscill
L.

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them
Tkanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are tcing made from materials
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working for trie future, you need to look
for tkese products and kuy tkem. For a free krockure, call 1-800-CALLEDF
ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE
FUND

11^1

574-0103
At the Rack&Sack Bus Stop
►ATM

coupon lo rcuVi'Hi Ihc ».i\ n

lor n Iill-in

Hours
Mon. -Fri. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 9-7
2035 E. Market Street

MM-

__-

i
w/JACCard
[French Manicure or \\ hue Mr Brush Included!
($19 Regular)
•

You Ml S I prcscni llu> coupon li

i

—

Print Advertising

SPACE...
Because it works
Tired of your
roomates?
We have adorable
kittens on sale now

|J.. . another reason to rent
at Olde Mill Village.

Olde Mill Village
T

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

433-VETS
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Pedal on the level - no hills to
climb or interstate to cross
Only four blocks to campus
Energy efficient heat pumps
Mini-blinds on all windows
Stain resistant wall-to-wall
carpeting
Paved parking spaces
Pre-wired for telephone
Telephone & cable outlets in
every room

• Deadbolt locks and door
viewers on all apts
• Well-lit parking lots and
walkways
• Convenient bus service to
campus and the Valley Mall
• Full-time management and
maintenance
• No sliding patio doors
• Basketball courts

NTC Communications
Package Including:
• Individual accounts
• JMU Network Access
(w/ Ethernet Card)
• Local and Long
Distance Phone Service
(free voice mail and
call waiting)
• Adelphia cable service

call 432-9502
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COMICS
Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z

SHJQ^FACE^VBZZ
VM/\T T'/M 6o/A^ TO
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Crossword Puzzle
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ACROSS
Meals
Highland hat
Trajectory
Corridor
Slugger's slat
Cow call
Noted speakers
Starlet
Won over by
assimilation
Fireside yarns
Hand grip
Holiday lead-in
Strike
Feed-bag tidbit
Messages by
computer
Groening of
"The Simpsons"
Dozens
Unconquerable
opponents
Ventilate
Open hostilities
New Jersey city
Carpenter's
tools

30

43

1

52

53

56

46
47
49
50

1

Sunken grooves
Pixies
Definite article
Dostoyevsky
novel, with "The"
52 Lend a hand
53 Darn it!
55 Prospector
56 Paid by the day
58 Exercise a pull
60 Silverfish
relatives
63 Golf course
mound
64 Pursue with
passion
65 Cold sufferer
66 Hall of Leno's
show
67 Actor Chaney
68 Riviera resort
DOWN
Pi follower
Hearing organ
Mollify
Countertenors
Move in a
sudden sweep

45

-

54

5/

64
67
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48

59
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10
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17
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1

60
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6S
68

6 Infield cover, for
short
7 Methods
8 Soon-to-be
former car
9 Letters openers
10 Padded gloves
11 Earhartand
Bloomer
12 Flowerlike badge
13 Pampers
19 Colliders
21 Gabor sister
23 Simple bed
24 Post-graduate
pursuit
28 Chilling
29
and Clark
32 Cowboy, at times
33 By way of
35 Atlas page
38 Country's top
bishop
39 Reviewed books
40 Was sparing with
41 Guitarist Eric
42 Set right

! U

61

43 Reduce to a fine
spray
44 Which person
45 Confirmed
48 Compete
51 Fish with a net
53 Allurinq lady
54 Tree feller
57 Carvey or
Andrews
59 Talk baby-talk
61 Ritzy rock
62 Theater sign
letters
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STUDENT
SPECIALS

The "BIG" Deal
Any 12" MTO
for $4.49
(From 4pm-Midnight)

WED.

TUES.
PASTA
NIGHT

WHOLE MAINE
LOBSTER ENTREE
First $13.95

Buy 1 pasta entree,
get one FREE!

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178

Second, FREE!

Finish the whole serving,
get a free dessert!

Making it easier everyday!

433-5895

Subscribe to
Rtfum this coupon to:

tUBr-u

I

,the

Let*s Go Krogering!

AfHhony-SMgy Hot 9
Jams Modbon UnivtnNy
HontoontoutB. VA 22607

i Name:
i Address:
iCHy:
'States
| Alumni:
'Parent:

DYES

The better way to shop!
Zip:

DM0

I Subscription: □ First aas$D8u&
S?5
$30
I
|
. .

Payments i -jay be made by check or
money orders. Payments must be
received before subscription begins.
Make checks payable to 71M Brttzt.

Diet Pepsi or
PepSi Cold........

3/**T
IZ-Pk. IZ-oz. Cahs f

Limft three please

Frozen

Regular or 0un Size

Frozen Cherry
Apple, Crumb Apple or

Jeno's Crisp
S Tasty Pizza

Armour
Meat Franks

68-73-oz.
BUY ONE-GET ONE

Mountain Top
Pumpkin Pie

16-oz.
BUY ONE-GET ONE

26-oz.
BUY ONE-GET ONE

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!
—bJ

In the Peli/Pakery Shoppe

Regular Lower Fat or
Low Sodium

Super Size

Fresh Baked
Jumbo Cookies

Gwaltney
Sliced Bacon

Pozen

12-16-oz. pkg.

Ruffles
Potato Chips

BUY ONE-GET ONE

BUY ONE-GET ONE

FREE!

FREE!

WED THUR FRI

21
....

21.5-oz.
BUY ONE-GET ONE

FREE!
cs K&a

SAT Copyright 1998 Kroger Mid-Atlantic. We reserve the right«»limit

22 23 24

quantities. None sold to dealers.

MOST

11 ■
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$1,800 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452 7679.
3, 4, or S BR Unit* Available

Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Esate. Inc. (540) 4339576.
Hunter's Ridge Luxury Left or
Forest HMs Townhome ■ $1.400/mo.
June 1. 1999 • June 7, 2000. Call
Jordan T. Rohrer (owner agent)
564-1388.

Exotic Mate Dancers Wanted - will
train, also DJ. Call Cadilac Ranch,
1304-249-5068.

Chaap-0 Rent-OI Campus Condosl
$215/month-OI This spring-0! Call
ToddO! 438-1311.

Enthusiasm Needed - Degree not
required. Your dedication and
enthusiasm propels you to
success. Fantastic opportunity
with large telecommunications co.
Call now for more information.
1-800-323-9659.

Need a Place for the Spring? Up
to three rooms available in Ashby
Crossing. Brand new apartment.
Call Tiffany, 801-8253.

Free CD Hokters, T-shirts, Prepaid
Phone Cards • -Earn $1,000
part-time on campus. Just call
1-800-932 0528, x64.

Spring Semester! One bedroom.
Forest Hills. $160/month. Marychelle.
801O248

Gymnastics Instruct?

• „ *i*.T**r ■■ ».^r». ■■■

FOR SALE

Sportscards, Magic, Star Wars,
Beanie Babies - Buy - Sell. Largest
selection and best prices in the
Valley. Dukes Sportscards. Dukes
Plaza. 433-3853.
5150 Peavey Half Stack - Rarefy
used. Make offer. 801-0521.
20% off books, records, and
comics - 10% off store wide
Encore Consignments. 82 S. Main
St. 433-7148.
Making a Costume? Try Us! Gift &
Thrift, 227 N. Main.
1996 Eagle Vision - 4 dr.. power
seats, moonroof. $9,999. Call
433-5987.
1994 Honda Accord - 4 dr.,
75,500 mi., metallic gold. $9,999.
Call Raymond, 433-5987.

HELP WANTED
Jess' Lunch Needs Waitress Must be available for more than
one semester and be able to work
lunches and breaks. Apply in
person at 22 S. Main St.

Harrisonburg Parks and
Recreation is looking for
gymnastics instructors to
teach mornings and
evenings on Mondays,
Tuesdays, and Wednesdays.
Hours are flexible, classes
offered range from tiny tots
to advanced students.
Call 433-9168
for more Information.
$1,250 FUND-RAISER Credit
Card fund-raiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes. No
gimmicks. No tricks. No obligation.
Call for information today.
1-800-932-0528. x65.
www.amrxnoepts.oom
Business Major to do Secretarial
and Managerial Work - Must have
computer, accounting and telephone
sales skills for local business. Prefer
sophomore or junior year student.
May lead to fuli time employment
after graduation. Send brief resume
and telephone number to:
P.O. Box 372. Dayton, VA 22821.
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Cai National DJ Connection - for
Melrose parties, formals. FUN!
4330360.

OT 5t? </S7

•1 Sprlngbraak Operator! Check
our website for the best deals!
www.vagabondfours.com Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica. & Florida.
Group organizers earn free tnps &
cash...Call today! 1800-7000790.

INTERNET
$18.95 / MONTH

574-4345
VHUMSASTSTAaO A—X-OMCQVMI
CA WPUS REPS SIGH UP ONLINE 11

Rocktown Entertainment - for
parties, bands, massive sound,
intelligent lighting. 801-1057.
NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & work-athome opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc., at
1-800-533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Travel was 1 of
6 small businesses in the US
recognized by the Council of
Better Business Bureaus
for outstanding ethics in
the marketplace! 18006786386.
springbreaktravel. com
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, night life!
Departs from Florida!
13008786386.
springbreaktravel. com
MAKE EASY MONEY! GO OH
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE!
USA Spring Break offers Cancun,
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
packages and is currently
accepting applications for
campus sales representatives.
CMII

1-aaa-sPRiNG BREAK

ACT NOW! Call for best Spring
Break prices to South Padre (free
meals). Cancun, Jamaica. Keywest
Panama City. Reps needed...travel
free, earn cash. Group discounts
for6+. www.lelsvretours.com
18008388203.

18002347007
Early Specials! Cancun &
Jamaica! 7 nights, air & hotel
from $399! Includes free food,
drinks, parties! 1-80D6786386.
springbreaktravel. com
Early Specials! Panama City!
Room with kitchen $129! Includes
7 free parties! Daytona $149!
New hotspot - South Beach
$129! Cocoa Beach $149!
18008786386.
springbreaktravel. com

SPRING BREAK '99!
Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica,
Mazatlan, Acaputco,
Bahamas Cruise, Florida,
South Padre
Travel Free and make lots of Cash!
Top reps are-offered
full-time staff jobs.

Lowest price Guaranteed.
Call now for details!
www.clasttravel.com

1^00-838-6411
Endless Summer Tours - is now
hiring motivated JMU students
to promote America's best
Spring Break vacations. Highest
commissions & free sales kit! Sell
trips, earn cash, go free!
1800-234-7007
www. endlesssummertours. com

PERSONALS
Donate your vehicle to a 501-C-3
non-profit organization - to help
benefit the homeless. Tax
Deductible. Charity Foundation. Inc.,
154D432«653.
Delta Sigma PI - is holding a
see-saw-a-thon. 24 hours a day. all
week until late Thursday night to
raise money for a scholarship in
the name of Michael Matthew
Brown, a deceased brother. Please
stop by and show your support!

niE PMs - You're doing a great
Job. Keep it up!

Hey Nature Lovin'
Guys and Ghouls!
Do somethin' Batty this
Halloween!
Overnight Backpacking in
Dolly Sods Wilderness. WVA
Oct. 30 - Nov. 1, $46.00
Meadows. Bogs,
Plateaus, and More1
Today Is the last day
to register for a
screamln' good time!
For more information call
Carlo! 5688713

WITNESS NEEDED:
Looking for the witness
to the accident near
JMU Port Road entrance on
10/9/98 ©3:30 pm
Involving beige sedan and white van
Please call 434 7648
THANKS!

Earn Residual Income Without RlekCail 18883218261. leave message.
Sign Up Nowl Before we fill up the
date rape survivor support group at
JMU. Contact walkerpgffjmu.edu or
x2831.
Earn $15 In Dining Doftara In about
1 1/2 hoursl If you WORK OFF
CAMPUS you can participate in a
focus group for Dining Services.
Come to Entrance 7. Gibbons
Hall (Conference Room) on Friday.
October 30th at 3:00 p.m. to
answer opinion questions about
student employment. The first 10
people to arrive will be allowed to
participate. For information can x2887.

Travel/Study: France & Italy
May 9-27.1999: 3 credits

Paris-Chateaux-RivieraVenice -FlorencePisa-Rome
Contact Dr. Mario Hamlet-Met;

Place a Classified Ad In
The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony Seegar
$2.50 for the first 10 words
($2.00 for each additional 10)

568-6127
Subscriptions to
The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third class, or
$75 for first class mail, you can
receive a full year of
The Breeze*
Please send your name.
address & money to:
The Breeze
Anthony Seeger Hall

Keezell 421. x6069

MSC 6805,

E-mail: hamletmx

Harrisonburg, VA 22807

ATTENTION ALL BREEZE
PHOTOGRAPHERS:
Ail ZZEE2e PHOTO EQUIPMENT MUST IE 7tfKA/£D IN
W THIS MilXVAY, OCT. 21 AT * PR fOZ AN

WENmy CHECK.
PLEASE CONTACT DYLAN AND LYNDSAY WITH ANY
QUESTIONS AT x67^9
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COMMONS gL SOUIIL&MW
4 Af&k/C*fiJ
YOU XAfMO 7V/tT

o

Buy The Real Thing And Park It At
The Commons Apartments.

Now Taking Reservations for Fall '99!

Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
and by appointment
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room

Oversized Closets

•Full size Washer & Dryer

•Built-in microwave oven

•Telephone & Cable

•Garbage disposal

hookups in each bedroom

•Full size Dishwasher

& living room

•Bus Service

,

•High speed internet access

Stop 9y The Commons andSouth View (RentafOffices,
or call432-0600, and make a move to Cuxurvl
■
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